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Dear Readers,

I take this opportunity to introduce the IBA Business Messenger Journal on the eve of “IV Forum
Indo Russian Business Dialog” and visit of Russian President Mr. Vladimir Putin to India.

I feel privileged to express my thoughts on Indo-Russian relationship. The relationship between India
and Russia has been constantly building up and getting stronger day by day. 

The relations between these two nations do not remain stand-alone relations; rather they become multi-
faceted in the era of globalization which is more characterized by economic and cultural relations.
India may have a deeper cultural niche in Russian society, by having Great Russian cultural icons like
the Roerichs making India their home, or Indian virtuoso like “Raj Kapoor” making an imprint in
Russian landscape, but the cultural sphere of relations can never be static in the post-cold world war. 

We are like one country, though procedurally divided by some borders/lines. Building strong founda-
tional trust, co-ordination and commitment in relationship, would drive the beneficial relationship be-
tween both the countries on vertex. Focuses on different facets of a mutually beneficial partnership
between India and Russia, has spanned generations.

I feel proud to relate a friendship quotation written by “Helen Keller” to express Indo-Russia rela-
tionship. She says “I would rather walk with a friend in the dark, than alone in the light”. This quotation
suits best nowhere then the relations between Russia and India. Russia has been an all weather friend
with India and they always mattered most in our downs no one provided us much needed  support but
Russians have always stood by India.

The strong commitment between the relationship of India and Russia has also been expressed by Russ-
ian President Vladimir Putin as he conveyed his wishes to Indian Prime Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh
on his 80th birth day 26th September 2012. Mr. Vladimir Putin  said in a latte to Dr. M . Singh along
with a gift that “In India and abroad you have earned well-deserved respect as an outstanding statesman
and eminent economist”, “It is largely thanks to your efforts as the architect of Indian reforms that
the country’s economy is dynamically developing and its technological and industrial potential is on
the rise.

I would like to conclude with gratitude to all sponsors for their support and committee members of
this special subject of “Indo-Russia Relationship” and wish them good luck, I would also like to thank
all board of directors (G.B. & M.C. Members) of  IBA for the devote of their precious time for the
improvement of  IBA also I want thank our IBA staffs too.

Thanks and best wishes to all IBA members and all our friends.

FROM EDITORS DESK
Sanjeev Kumar Choudhary, Editor in chief
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The Indian Business Alliance is dedicated to serving and growing the businesses between Russia and India.
#nder the focused direction of our Executive Members, we are an #mbrella �rganization under patronage
of the Embassy of the Republic of India in Moscow and well wishes from H.E. Ajai Malhotra the Ambas-
sador, working closely with the embassy and other government agencies and perspective business men in
Russia and India. �ur goal is to provide our members with business support and education to help them
succeed and to continuously promote business between India and Russia.

I’m in Russia for more than the past 2 decades and am continually impressed with the support the residents
and Indian business men give each other. It makes me hopeful for the future.  IBA is a wonderful example
of this cooperation.  So often I have heard people say that they are amazed at how strong our IBA is and
how so many members come to various events to support each other. This makes me very proud and hon-
ored to be the President of the IBA.  I would like to thank all our members and well wishers for all of their
hard work, help and hope that I can continue to keep IBA growing in all aspects.

Our Acheivements and prospects:
B         �ur own cricket team, “IBA I&”, came out as winners with flying colors despite the tough compe-
tition and very close, and thrilling matches in the yearly Russian Cricket tournament organized by BCCR.
B        We have been allotted a quota of 2� Residence permits every year.
B         Russia has finally joined the World Trade �rganization after 18 years negotiating its membership
and we are expecting considerable increase in the investments and other improvements in the Russian
market.

I would like to congratulate Russia for such an wonderful achievement. The opportunities for involvement
are the real power behind the IBA, and Russia entering the WT� will increase our opportunities and po-
tential considerably. We are a small but very efficient community today and my personal goal as the pres-
ident is to strive to make IBA bigger and fulfill our big goals. We will strive to succeed. India and Russia
being the 2 key members of the BRICS association and one of the important and emerging economic pow-
ers today, gives us a lot of opportunities to grow with mutual co-operation within ourselves.

I would like to extend my appreciation to our members and each individual who has volunteered to make
IBA what it is today. �ur members do consistently provide our organization with direction and focus. I
have thoroughly enjoyed working with our members on projects over these past years and appreciate the
countless hours every one have given to our chamber.

IBA is here to serve you and support your business.  IBA’s mission is to focus on advancing our economic
base and the uniqueness of Indian-Russian business relationship. Through networking and local support
with one another, we can strive to reach these goals.  'our support is critical to the success of IBA.  It
takes a team, with committed individuals, to continue developing and promoting IBA.  I am honored to
represent this organization, work with our team, and look forward to the future.

Best Regards
Sammy Kotwani 
www.iba-moscow.ru

Message from Honorary President
Indian Business Alliance (IBA)
Mr. Manoj (Sammy) Kotwani - Hon. President IBA - Moscow
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Приветствие читателям специального номера журнала
Business Messenger

От имени Торгово-промышленной палаты Российской Федерации рад привет-
ствовать  читателей специального номера  Business Messenger, посвященного  IV фо-
руму «Россия-Индия Бизнес-Диалог». 

Отношения России и Индии на протяжении всего периода сотрудничества были осно-
ваны на принципах дружбы, взаимного доверия и выгоды. Они остаются  такими и се-
годня. Индия – один из ключевых, стратегических  российских партнеров,
поддерживающих наше общее стремление к установлению мира, безопасности и устой-
чивому развитию.

Торгово-экономическое сотрудничество между двумя странами  характеризуется  поло-
жительной динамикой, несмотря на кризисные явления в мировой экономике. За по-
следние 11 лет российско-индийский товарооборот увеличился в 5,5 раз. В 2000 г. его
объем составил 1,6 млрд. долл. США, а в 2011 г. уже 8,9 млрд. долл. США. 

Нельзя не отметить высокий потенциал развития двусторонних контактов в рамках
многостороннего сотрудничества. Деловые круги России и Индии тесно взаимодей-
ствуют в многостороннем формате: Россия – Индия – Китай, форум БРИКС, «Группа
двадцати», восточно-азиатские саммиты, Шанхайская организация сотрудничества. В
марте 2012 года делегация российских бизнесменов принимала активное участие в ра-
боте Делового форума БРИКС в Нью-Дели. 

Развитие высокотехнологичного, наукоемкого бизнеса – один из ключевых приоритетов
стратегии модернизации наших стран.

В 2010 году на саммите в Нью-Дели  была подписана Комплексная долгосрочная про-
грамма научно-технического сотрудничества России с Индией до 2020 г. Она охватывает
широкий спектр научных дисциплин в области математики, механики, химии, физики,
материаловедения, лазерной и пучковой техники, электроники, океанологии, сейсмо-
логии.

В рамках Программы работа проводится на базе российско-индийских исследователь-
ских центров. В настоящее время функционируют десять структур такого рода в области
порошковой металлургии, производства вакцин, компьютерных исследований, биотех-
нологии, исследования землетрясений, изучения газовых гидратов, аюрведических ис-
следований, цветных металлов, биомедицинских технологий, ускорителей и лазеров.

В целях  коммерциализации результатов совместных научно-технических исследований

Директор Департамента 
внешних связей и работы с деловыми
советами
Торгово-промышленной палаты
Российской Федерации 
В.И.Падалко
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в июне 2010 г. в Москве создана структура инновационного взаимодействия - Рос-
сийско-Индийский научно-технологический центр. Очевидно, что наше сотрудниче-
ство получит дальнейшее развитие в таких приоритетных для нас
высокотехнологичных сферах как ИКТ, биотехнология, наука о материалах, маши-
ностроение, энергетика. 

Индийские высокотехнологичные компании успешно работают на российском рынке,
а российские компании, в свою очередь, взаимодействуют со своими индийскими
партнерами.  Подписаны и реализуются соглашения о сотрудничестве в области ин-
формационных технологий, фармацевтики и биотехнологий, о создании в Индии
ряда совместных предприятий, о взаимопонимании между Фондом «Сколково» и
группой компаний «Тата» и многие другие.

Наращиванию потенциала делового сотрудничества Россия-Индия будет способ-
ствовать присоединение России к ВТО, открывающее для партнерства рынки трех
стран – России, Белоруссии и Казахстана.

Важной составляющей системы  российско-индийских  деловых отношений является
взаимодействие между Торгово-промышленной палатой Российской Федерации  и
Федерацией индийских торгово-промышленных палат, между Российским союзом
промышленников и предпринимателей и Конфедерацией индийской промышленно-
сти. С 2007 г. ежегодно проводится Российско-Индийский форум по торговле и инве-
стициям под председательством глав Минэкономразвития России и Минторгпрома
Индии.

Существенную роль в развитии сотрудничества между  предпринимателями России
и Индии  играет Деловой совет по сотрудничеству с Индией.  Он  активно участвует
в подготовке и проведении большинства важных российско-индийских деловых ме-
роприятий.

Межрегиональное сотрудничество видится как серьезный резерв развития россий-
ско-индийских деловых контактов. Партнерские  связи между регионами  позволят
не только существенно увеличить объемы торгово-экономического и инвестицион-
ного сотрудничества, но и в значительной степени диверсифицировать направления
российско-индийского  взаимодействия.

Торгово-промышленная палата Российской Федерации и территориальные палаты
готовы оказывать всестороннее содействие индийским партнерским организациям
и объединениям деловых кругов в реализации экономических и  инвестиционных
проектов, поиске компаний-партнеров, организации деловых миссий в регионы.  

Желаю читателям журнала успехов в делах и начинаниях на поприще делового взаи-
модействия  с российским и индийским бизнесом!  

В.И.Падалко

Директор Департамента 
внешних связей и работы с деловыми советами
Торгово-промышленной палаты
Российской Федерации 
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Message from Honorary Secretary 
Indian Business Alliance (IBA)
Mr. Abbas Meesam - Hon. Secretary
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I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate you all for the fourth INDO RUSSIAN
BUSINESS DIALOG and would like to update you about the IBA activities.

IBA activities  2012

IBA - functions:

IBA has formed a cricket team and has also won the BCCR foundation cup 2012

Dear members on this occasion I would like to inform you that IBA governing body will be
organizing similar and many more functions in the future.I would like to thank all IBA mem-
bers for their participation in IBA functions,thanks to all sponsors for their contribution and
big thanks to all the G.B./M.C for their active participation.

BEST REGARDS,
ABBAS S MEESAM,
HON. SECRETARY.

Holi Mela – 09.03.12  at Institute Gubkina
Audit meeting conduct for IBA cash books by Mr. Umesh Dubey and Mr. Aravind
Abrol 24.03.12
Annual General Meeting (DP Dhar Hall – Embassy of India) – 25.03.12.
Hon. President Mr. Sammy Kotwani represented IBA at the summit BRIC at Delhi
26 – 29 .03.12
Shifting to new office from 01.04.2012 to Leninskey Prospect 42.
Meeting with Customs officers from Federal Customs Service at DP Dhar Hall –
23.04.12
Farewell party to DCM – Mr. Anil Trigunayat at Mr. Sammy’s office – 26.04.12
Get together meeting with Mr. Saeed Nagvi (Indian Journalist) along with senior
IBA members at Mr. Sammy’s office - 11.07.12.
Welcome party to DCM Mr. Sandeep Arya  at Fusion plaza – 22.08.12
Family sports Day at MSU Football stadium – 26.08.12
IBA – XI cricket team winning party at Mr. Sammy’s office – 22.09.12
Legal and Accounts seminar at IBA office building – 26.09.12
4th Indo Russian Business Dialog at RTPP – 11.10.12

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Putin to visit India in November for 
13th Annual Indo-Russian Summit

By Rajeev Sharma,  RIR

The Russian Presi-
dent’s visit put off by a few
days because of difficulties
in matching the two sides’
diplomatic calendars.

Russian President Vladimir
Putin will visit India in No-
vember. Source: AP

Russian President Vladimir
Putin, who was believed to travel to India in October
2012 for the 13th annual Indo-Russian summit, will
now be visiting India in November, Indian diplomatic
sources told RIR.

The change in the Russian President’s plans has
nothing to do with reports in the Pakistani media that
Putin will be making a maiden visit to India’s neigh-
bour in the middle of October 2012. The Pakistani
media has given extensive coverage about Putin’s
upcoming visit to Islamabad and analysts in that
country have described it as a sort of game-changer
considering that no Russian President has ever vis-
ited Pakistan before.

Significantly, there is no official confirmation of
Putin’s visit to Pakistan as yet. Sources point out that
even if the visit were to materialise, it won’t be a bi-
lateral visit as Putin would be going to Pakistan, if he
were to go there eventually, for attending a quadri-
lateral summit, also featuring Afghanistan and Tajik-
istan. The last quadrilateral summit was held in
2011in Dushanbe, the capital of Tajikistan, where the
four nations called upon the United States-led NATO
forces to have a set-up of fully trained local forces in
place before they pull out from Afghanistan.

Sources said Putin’s India visit has been deferred by
“a few days” because of difficulties in matching the
two sides’ diplomatic calendars. Now Putin is ex-
pected to visit India in the first week of November
2012, maybe on November 1.

A lot of important issues will be on the table when
Putin holds delegation-level talks with Indian Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh. However, the most sen-
sitive and controversial issue will be that of Kudanku-
lam Nuclear Power Project (KNPP), being built with
the Russian help. The first two units of the project in
the southern Indian state of Tamil Nadu are ready.

Each unit has the installed capacity of 1000 MW and
has cost US$2 billion. The problem is with KNPP’s
Units 3 and 4 which the Indian government has al-
ready put on the fast-track mode.
Units 3 and 4 have become a major challenge for In-
dian and Russian diplomats today. The Indians have
told the Russians that Units 3 and 4 will be covered
under the Indian liability laws with regard to a possible
nuclear accident. The foreign vendors involved in nu-
clear power projects in India will be required to shell
out up to US$ 500 million in damages in case of a nu-
clear mishap, according to the Indian nuclear liability
laws.

The Russians argue against this. Moscow says it
“grandfathered” the KNPP way back in 1988 and
therefore units 3 and 4 of the project have to be kept
out of the liability laws just as units 1 and 2 of KNPP
are. The Indians’ counter-argument is that if they were
to make an exception for the Russians in this case, it
would create problems for the Indian Government vis-
a-vis the Americans and the French, who are visibly
upset with the new Indian nuclear liability laws. The
diplomatic corps of the Russia and India are believed
to be racing against time and efforts are on through
diplomatic channels to work out a mutually agreeable
formula on this thorny issue.

Another important highlight of Putin’s India visit is
going to be the FGFA (Fifth Generation Fighter Air-
craft) project, a joint Indo-Russian project that will cost
$35 billion to the two sides on 50:50 basis. The ambi-
tious project entails joint production of one thousand
aircraft over the next four decades, two hundred each
for Russia and India and six hundred for sale to other
countries. A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
has been signed between India’s Hindustan Aeronau-
tics Ltd (HAL) and Russia’s Rosoboronexport and
Sukhoi. If all goes well, a formal agreement on FGFA
project may be signed between Putin and Singh dur-
ing Putin’s upcoming India visit, sources said.

The commercial relations between India and Russia
are strengthening steadily over the past few years,
evidently a result of the Indo-Russian Inter-Govern-
mental Commission on Trade, Economic, Scientific,
Technological and Cultural Cooperation (IRIGC-TEC)
set up in 2007. The bilateral trade has been growing
steadily – from US$ 7.5 billion in 2009, to US$ 8.5 bil-
lion in 2010 and to US$ 8.9 billion in 2011 and is ex-
pected to cross US$ 15 billion in 2012. 
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Bilateral ties with Russia are a key pillar of
India's foreign policy. India sees Russia as a time-
tested friend that has played a significant role in its
economic development and security. Since the sign-
ing of the “Declaration on the India Russia Strategic
Partnership” in October 2000 (during the visit of Pres-
ident Vladimir Putin to India) India-Russia ties have
acquired a qualitatively new character with enhanced
levels of cooperation taking place in almost all areas
of the bilateral relationship including political, security,
trade and economy, defense, science and technology
and culture. Under the Declaration of Strategic Part-
nership, several institutionalized dialogue mecha-
nisms have been put in place that operate at the
political and official levels, and ensures regular inter-
action and follow up on cooperation activities. During
the visit of President Dmitry Medvedev to India in De-
cember 2010, it was decided to further elevate the
strategic partnership to the level of a “Special and
Privileged Strategic Partnership”.

Annual Summits

2. The system of Annual Summit meetings between
the Prime Minister of India and the President of the
Russian Federation is the highest and most important
institutionalized dialogue mechanism. Meetings are
held every year in India and Russia alternatively.
Since the Declaration of Strategic Partnership, twelve
Summit meetings have taken place. The 12th Summit
meeting was held in Moscow, on December 16, 2011,
between Prime Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh and
President Dimitri Medvedev. The Joint Statement re-
leased on the occasion reflected the “special and priv-
ileged” nature of the India Russia strategic
partnership, as well as the broad range of India-Rus-
sia cooperation activities.   Five bilateral documents
were also finalized on the occasion: (a) MoU between
the Central Drug Standard Control Organization (Re-
public of India) and the Federal Service on Surveil-
lance in Healthcare and Social Development
(Russian Federation) (b) MoU between the Competi-
tion Commission of India and the Federal Antimonop-
oly Service (Russian Federation) (c) Protocol 2 (On
the SU-30 MKI aircraft licensed production expansion
in India for 42 Units) to the agreement between the
Government of the Russian Federation and the Gov-
ernment of the Republic of India dated October 4,
2000. (d) Education Exchange Programme (e) Proto-
col of intentions between Department of Science and
Technology, Government of India and Interregional
Association “Siberian Accord” Siberian Federal Dis-
trict, the Russian Federation, on Fly Ash Utilization
and Safe Management

Defence Cooperation

3. Indo-Russian cooperation in the military technical
cooperation sphere has been transformed from a sim-
ple buyer-seller framework to one involving joint R&D,
joint production and marketing of advanced defence
technologies and systems. TheBrahMos missile sys-
tem is a shining example of this type of cooperation.
Joint development of the Fifth Generation Fighter Air-
craft (FGFA) and the Multi Transport Aircraft (MTA),
as well as the licensed production in India of SU-30
aircraft and T-90 tanks, are other examples of flagship
cooperation programs that are presently underway in
this area.

4. The India-Russia Inter Governmental Commission
on Military Technical Cooperation (IRIGC-MTC), co-
chaired by Raksha Mantri and the Russian Defence
Minister, is the main institutional mechanism of inter-
action in this field. The 11th meeting of the IRIGC-
MTC between Shri AK Antony Raksha Mantri and Mr.
A Serdyukov Russian Defense Minister took place in
Moscow on October 4, 2011.

Cooperation between the NSCS and the Russian
Security Council

5. Regular contacts are maintained between the Na-
tional Security Advisor to the Prime Minister of India
and the Secretary of the Russian Security Council. An
institutionalized mechanism for interaction between
NSCS and the Russian Security Council known as
the “Joint Coordination Group” is also in operation at
the Deputy National Security Advisor level.

Foreign Office Consultations

6. There is also a system for regular consultations be-
tween the Foreign Offices. Every two years the For-
eign Ministers adopt a Protocol for Foreign Office
Consultations identifying specific subjects on which
consultations are held. The present Protocol covers
the period 2011-2012. In addition there are regular

INDIA RUSSIA RELATIONS
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consultations between the Foreign Secretary and the
Russian First Deputy Foreign Minister. The next
round of this level of talks will be held in New Delhi,
in the first half of 2012.

Nuclear Cooperation

7. Russia has been a long standing partner of India
in the field of nuclear energy. The construction of the
Kudankulam Nuclear Power Project is a good exam-
ple of ongoing cooperation in this area. Units 1&2 of
the KKNP (VVER 1000 units) have been built with
Russian collaboration. Unit 1 is undergoing pre-com-
missioning testing, while Unit 2 is at an advanced
stage of construction. Negotiations for the construc-
tion of two additional NPPs at Kudankulam (Units
3&4) are also at an advanced stage.

8. During the visit of Prime Minister Putin to India in
March 2010, an “Inter Governmental Agreement on
Cooperation in the Field of Use of Atomic Energy for
Peaceful Purposes” for broad based cooperation in
the nuclear field was finalized. A “Road Map” of long
term cooperation in the nuclear field was also final-
ized on the occasion.

9. Russia recognizes India’s as a country with ad-
vanced nuclear technology and impeccable track
record in non-proliferation. It supports India’s intention
to seek full membership of the Nuclear Suppliers
Group and other multilateral export control regimes
like the MTCR and Wassenaar Arrangements. In
June 2011 the two countries signed a MoU on coop-
eration on India’s ‘Global Centre for Nuclear Energy
Partnership” initiative.

Space

10. India and Russia have been collaborating in sev-
eral high-technology space projects. Under the 2004
Inter-Governmental Agreement on “Cooperation in
the area of exploration and use of outer space for
peaceful purposes”, Russia and India are cooperating
on projects such as Chandrayan 2 - that will place an
Indian rover-craft and a Russian lander-module on
the Moon, the Human Space Flight Project, and the
Youthsat project. On 20th April 2011, the jointly devel-
oped Indian-Russian Student Satellite “Youthsat” was
successfully launched by India on a PSLV rocket.

11. India and Russia are also cooperating in the
launching and joint development of the Russian
GLONASS satellite navigation system. In March
2010, an MOU was signed between ISRO and the
Federal Space Agency for joint production of
GLONASS satellite navigation receivers and ground
support equipment.

Economic Cooperation

12. Overall bilateral trade has been growing steadily.
Trade in 2009 was USD 7.46 billion, in 2010 it was
USD 8.535 billion, and is expected to reach US$ 9 bil-
lion in 2011. In 2010, Russian exports to India
amounted to USD 6.392 billion and imports from India
to Russia amounted to USD 2.142 billion. The two-
way investment between the two countries stands at
approximately USD 7.8 billion.

13. Both sides acknowledge that given the respective
sizes of the Indian and Russian economies, as also
untapped economic complementarities, there is vast
potential for an increase in bilateral trade volumes
and investment. In 2009, both sides set the target of
achieving USD 20 billion in bilateral trade by 2015.
Special attention is being paid to the energy, pharma-
ceuticals, IT, steel, hydrocarbons, aerospace, dia-
monds and agriculture sectors for this purpose.

14. The Indo-Russian Inter-Governmental Commis-
sion on Trade, Economic, Scientific, Technological
and Cultural Cooperation (IRIGC-TEC), co-chaired by
the External Affairs Minister on the Indian side and the
Deputy Prime Minister on the Russian side, is the
main institutional mechanism supervising economic
cooperation. The IRIGC-TEC integrates inputs from
six working groups on economic and trade coopera-
tion, mines and metallurgy, energy, tourism and cul-
ture, science and technology, and IT. The 17th
meeting of the IRIGC-TEC took place in Moscow on
18 November 2011 and was co chaired by Shri S.M.
Krishna External Affairs Minister and Mr. Sergey
Ivanov, Deputy PM.

15. Indo-Russian Forum on Trade and Investment
(established in 2007 and co-chaired by the Com-
merce and Industry Minister of India and the Russian
Minister for Economic Development) and the India-
Russia CEO’s Council (established in February 2008
and co-chaired by Shri Mukesh Ambani, Chairman
Reliance Industries Ltd., and Mr. Vladimir Yev-
tushenkov, CEO of SISTEMA) are the two primary
mechanisms to promote direct bilateral business-to-
business contacts. The last meeting of the Indo–
Russian Forum on Trade & Investment was held on
10 November 2011 in Moscow and co-chaired by Mr.
Anand Sharma, Commerce & Industry Minister, and
Deputy PM Mr. Sergei Ivanov. Mechanisms such as
theIndia-Russia Business Council (in partnership with
FICCI of India and CCI of Russia) established in
2007; the India-Russia Trade, Investment and Tech-
nology Promotion Council (in partnership with Cll of
India and RUIE of Russia) established in 2007; and
the India-Russia Chamber of Commerce (focusing on
SMEs),  supplement the efforts to build direct busi-
ness-to-business ties. In June 2011, the 2nd India-
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Russia Business Dialogue was also held within the framework of the annual St. Petersburg International Economic Forum
(SPIEF).

Science and Technology

16. The Working Group on Science and Technology functioning under the aegis of the IRIGC-TEC, and the Integrated
Long Term Programme (ILTP) serve as the two main institutional mechanisms for S&T cooperation between India and
Russia. The Working Group focuses on collaboration activities in mutually agreed priority areas of biotechnology, building
materials, industrial realization of technologies, medical research, metrology & standardization, meteorology, oceanology
and seismology. The ILTP programme focuses on collaborative research in the basic sciences and on inter-academy ex-
change programmes. The ILTP program was extended for another 10 year period beyond 2009, with a renewed mandate
for "Innovation Led Technology Growth". The "ILTP Joint Council" reviews the functioning of the "Joint Centres of Excel-
lence" that have been established in India and Russia.

17. Under an initiative taken during the 2007 Annual Summit, a “Russian-Indian Scientific and Technological Centre” was
inaugurated in Moscow on 15 December 2011 that will seek to commercialize the results of joint R&D cooperation activities.
A similar sister center is scheduled to be opened in New Delhi in 2012.

Cultural Cooperation

18. There is a strong Indology tradition in Russia. Jawaharlal Nehru Cultural Center (JNCC) of the Embassy maintains
close links with six Russian institutions:-the Institute of Philosophy, Moscow, that has a Mahatma Gandhi Chair on Indian
Philosophy; the Institute of Oriental Studies, Moscow; the Institute of Asian and African Studies of the Moscow State Uni-
versity; the School of International Relations, St. Petersburg University; the Kazan State University; and the Far Eastern
National University, Vladivostok. ICCR is setting up a Chair of Modern Indian Contemporary Studies in leading Russian
Universities and Institutions. About 20 Russian Institutions, including leading universities and schools, teach Hindi to over
1500 Russian students. There are also many Russian experts in Indian languages such as Tamil, Marathi, Gujarati, Ben-
gali, Urdu, Hindi, Sanskrit and Pali. Interest in Indian dance and music is widespread in Russia and yoga is very popular.
The JNCC conducts classes in yoga, dance, music and Hindi, for approximately 800 students every month.

19. Several other cultural initiatives have also been taken to promote people-to-people contacts between the two countries.
In 2008, the Year of Russia in India was held. In 2009, the Year of India in Russia was conducted.  In September 2011, a
mini Festival of Indian Culture was organized in Russia, while several cultural events and academic conferences were
held as part of the celebrations of the 150th anniversary of Rabindranath Tagore. A Festival of Russian Culture is being
organized in India in 2012.

Source: EOI
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Economics outweighs politics at New
Delhi BRICS summit

An important achievement of the BRICS
summit in New Delhi is the agreement among the
members to foster trade in local currencies. But to
play a sustained and significant role, the members
must coordinate their policies and rise above bilateral
differences. 

A study of joint statement issued by leaders of BRICS
at New Delhi on 29 March 2012 provides enough
clues that the members focused more on matters re-
lated to economic issues than political. The delibera-
tions on creations of a joint development bank, as a
possible alternative to international banks, and trade
in local currency topped the agenda of the summit.
Though issues like the Iran crisis, Afghanistan, reform
of the United Nations and terrorism factored in the
joint statement, this summit nonetheless will remain
crucial for its emphasis on just and fair global eco-
nomic order, than its political pronouncements. 

It is for the first time New Delhi host the summit.
Though the grouping officially started meeting in 2009
at Yekaterinburg of Russia, its increasing clout has
never been as visible as it is now. It is no surprise that
the world attention remained focused on the summit
and its deliberations. While the views from the West
remained skeptical about the possible coming to-
gether of the members by overcoming their deep
seated differences, the fact that leaders came to-
gether regularly annually with increasing emphasis on
decentralization of global power is no small achieve-
ment. The joint statement minced no words in goad-
ing the developed countries to put their house in order
through economic reforms. This caution could per-
haps have not been possible a decade earlier. The
members apparently blamed the developed countries
for the economic crisis engulfing the world. 

One of the most important achievements of the sum-
mit is the agreement among the members to foster
trade in local currencies. This shows the rising
prowess and assertiveness of member countries. The
instability in global economy and vulnerability of hard
currencies like dollar pushed these emerging
economies to explore prospects of trade in local cur-
rencies. Such a development will definitely impact the
role of dollar in shaping global economy, and likely
shift the global economic centre of power from the
West to the East. The BRICS countries have multilat-
eral trade to the tune of $230 billion, which will likely

touch $500 billion by 2015. All the countries of the
grouping are developing faster despite the constraints
posed by the global financial crisis. China has pre-
dicted to grow at the 7.5 per cent in the coming year,
while India is likely to grow at the rate of 6.9 per cent
in the coming year. The trade between these coun-
tries in local currencies will likely provide much lever-
age to the countries particularly in global economic
matters. 

The grouping also reiterated its commitment towards
the evolution of a just global economic order by re-
forming global financial bodies like International Mon-
etary Fund and World Bank. It also reiterated its
commitment towards the evolution of global political
order by reforming global political bodies like the
United Nations Organization. The joint statement is-
sued at the end of the deliberations emphasized that
the reform plans made at the last G-20 summit, i.e.
providing greater say to BRICS by giving them more
voting rights in IMF must be fulfilled. This has not
been materialized yet. The group emphasized on fas-
tening this process of multilateralism by giving due
space to the rising economies. The leaders stressed
that “the ongoing effort to increase the lending capac-
ity of the IMF will only be successful if there is confi-
dence that the entire membership of the institution is
truly committed to implement the 2010 Reform faith-
fully.” The leaders also called for “a more representa-
tive international financial architecture, with an
increase in the voice and representation of develop-
ing countries and the establishment and improvement
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of a just international monetary system that can serve the interests of all countries and support the development
of emerging and developing economies.” The leaders also emphasized on the revival of Doha Round talks for
liberalization of global trade.

Another crucial development in the summit is the idea of establishment of a joint development bank of the
grouping. The leaders directed their finance ministers to study in detail the idea of such a bank to facilitate
trade between the members, and support economic development activities among the grouping. Indian Prime
Minister, Manmohan Singh stated, “We have directed the finance ministers to examine the proposal and report
back at the next summit.” The banks of the five countries signed Extending Credit Facility in Local Currency
and the Multilateral Letter of Credit Confirmation Facility Agreement. This will further facilitate their joint collab-
oration and framing of joint action plans to address economic crisis. The summit also deliberated on the launch
of a launch a benchmark equity index derivative that allows cross listing of firms, which will boost trade among
the grouping.

Besides the significant economic pronouncements, the grouping’s political posturing was equally significant.
The grouping emphasized that crises in Iran or in Afghanistan must be resolved through multilateral mecha-
nisms. The leaders emphasized that the issues must be resolved through dialogue and deliberation rather than
by means of force. Though they emphasized that Iran must desist from using nuclear material for making
weapons, they did not give up their traditional policy of cooperation with Iran. On the issue of Afghanistan the
leaders harped on the deliberations of the Bonn summit of December 2011 towards a peaceful and stable
Afghanistan. They emphasized on the needed cooperation towards supporting economic development and
political stability in the war torn country. The joint statement emphasized, “We affirm our commitment to support
Afghanistan’s emergence as a peaceful, stable and democratic state, free of terrorism and extremism, and un-
derscore the need for more effective regional and international cooperation for the stabilization of Afghanistan,
including by combating terrorism.” On the issue of terrorism, the grouping emphasized on the need to finalize
the “Comprehensive Terrorism on International Terrorism in the United Nations in the UN General Assembly
and its adoption by all Member States to provide a comprehensive legal framework to address this global
scourge.” Regarding the reform of the United Nations, the grouping in its joint statement recognized the impor-
tance “they attach to the status of Brazil, India and South Africa in international affairs and support their aspi-
ration to play a greater role in the UN.” 

The rise of BRICS as a powerful organization is in no doubt. In coming years it is likely to further assert its
rising prowess in international affairs. The combined economy of the grouping is worth $13 trillion, which will
likely be doubled in the coming decade. It is complemented by the rapid growth of these countries. The rise of
BRICS as an alternate pole of power is a foregone conclusion. However, in order to play a sustained and sig-
nificant role, the members must coordinate their policies and rise above bilateral differences. Such an achieve-
ment will quell much of the criticisms from the detractors of the grouping.

By D. Aurobinda Mahapatra, RIR
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Russia joins WTO, experts predict mixed
results

Russia has finally closed the book on its
campaign to accede to the World Trade Organization,
becoming a full member after 18 years of talks and
the scandalous ratification of the accession treaty in
the final stages, accompanied by protests staged by
some State Duma members and businessmen.

Full story: WTO
Now that it enjoys the status of a full member of the
organization, Russia is entitled to take part in making
the rules for global commerce. The country bids
farewell to its inconspicuous status as an observer
and will enjoy lower customs duties, from which Russ-
ian exporters of metals and chemicals will be the first
to benefit.

“In recent years, Russian exports have not only failed
to diversify, but actually deteriorated. We haven’t ap-
proved a single strategy for promoting export. The
WTO accession is the first significant measure to pro-
mote Russian export,” said Natalia Volchkova a pro-
fessor at the Russian School of Economics.

The country’s accession to the WTO will also force
Russian market players to adapt their conduct to the
global marketplace. Experts hope the impending
change will encourage businesses to operate more
transparently, as their activities will be monitored not
only by the Russian authorities, but also foreign rep-
resentatives.

“The expected stabilization of trade policy will make
Russia more appealing to foreign investors,”
Volchkova said.

Troika Dialog analysts believe that the consumer
services sector will also benefit from Russia’s acces-

sion. The import duty for this sector is projected to go
down to an average of 10.3 percent from the current
13.3 percent. Furthermore, import restraints will be
mitigated, including those applied to foodstuffs. At the
same time, other sectors, such as finance and tele-
coms, will take some time before seeing the first WTO
accession benefits.

A World Bank study has revealed that accession to
the WTO will also result in higher wages for both low-
paid workers and highly qualified personnel. World
Bank specialists attribute this to the fact that new for-
eign companies seeking to open offices in Russia will
have to recruit staff from both categories.

Yet the Russian budget will have to pay for these ben-
efits. Previously, Minister for Economic Deveopment
Andrei Belousov said that the federal budget would
lose an estimated 188 billion rubles ($5.9 billion) in
2013 alone as a consequence of the accession-re-
lated cuts in import duties, whereas in 2014, the
losses might amount to 257 billion rubles ($8 billion).
Even so, the minister feels optimistic. In his words,
the real loss to the state budget will be less than that,
as a result of the anticipated increase in the trade vol-
ume and tax base. The reduced tariff protection was
dubbed the “entrance fee.”

In any case, import duties will be reduced gradually
and this will enable manufacturing companies and
farms to adapt gradually. The average tariff is cur-
rently 9.5 percent, but it will be cut to 7.4 percent in
2013, 6.9 percent in 2014, and about 6 percent in
2015. By 2015, it will have been slashed by 3.5 per-
cent.

The financial pessimism is partially offset by World
Bank forecasts. According to the Bank, the accession
will help Russia increase its GDP by an additional 3.3
percent (a total of $65 billion) within three years and
11 percent ($215 billion) within 11 years, and this will
be long-lasting growth. Russian specialists are less
optimistic. Russian School of Economics experts proj-
ect that the membership of the WTO will provide an
additional GDP growth of 0.5 percent annually.

Overall, Russia’s rights are far from infringed in the
WTO. The country has successfully haggled over the
terms for access by foreign bank branches to Rus-
sia’s domestic market: foreign banks will only be able
to operate in Russia via Russian subsidiaries regis-
tered and controlled by the Central Bank. The gas
issue has also been resolved favorably, as the 30 per-

By: Julia Sinaeva, RBC Daily

The WTO accepted Russia to its company. Source: AFP
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cent duty on natural gas remains in place. Russia has
also successfully negotiated transition periods, with
long “acclimatization” timeframes for the automotive in-
dustry, agriculture and insurance.

“Russia has got itself quite a favorable framework, and
our task now is to be active and seek benefits not only
as an individual country but also to make friends with
the economies with which we share the same interests.
For instance, we are interested in the countries that
have minimum support for their agriculture, including
Australia, New Zealand, Canada and Latin America.
This group is most interested in the fastest possible
abolition of agricultural subsidies. We must join them
and seek cancellation of subsidies together,” said Alexei Portansky, a professor in the global economy and in-
ternational politics department at the Higher School of Economics.

Transition periods to liberalize market access rules are from two to three years, but may stretch to five to seven
years for sensitive goods. Russia’s ratification team included the automotive industry, agribusiness, farm ma-
chine building and light industry in the group of sensitive industries that might encounter economic and financial
difficulties because of the new accession terms.

Market players believe that the sensitive sectors will lose tens of billions of rubles annually as a result of the
accession. Swine breeding alone might lose up to 20 billion rubles ($630 million). “The sector suffers because
of the lower customs duties – they will fall to 11 percent from 15 percent on average for farm products. When
it comes to pig breeding, we expect a reduction to 0 percent from 15 percent within quotas and to 5 percent
from 40 percent on live animals,” said Yury Kovalev, head of the National Pig Farming Unio. 
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Holi Mela at institute Gubkina – 09.03.12
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India and APEC: Center of 
mutual gravitation

India’s Look East Policy and efforts to integrate its economy with Southeast Asia, make it a prime can-
didate to become a member of APEC.

Pranab Mukherjee is regarded as one of
India’s most experienced and authoritative
politicians. Apparently his election as Presi-
dent of India will add the required logic and
coherence to the Indian foreign policy, the
qualities it has evidently lacked in the recent
5 to 7 years.

First of all, a super-large entity such as India
will promote the strengthening of existing
economic structures in the world’s most eco-
nomically dynamic region. It will also counter
the attempts to change the fundamental prin-
ciples of international relations, not the least
of which, the presumption of unity and terri-
torial integrity of states and societies.

Secondly, India’s joining APEC will facilitate the efforts to solve the problem of strategic importance, i.e., the
strengthening horizontal economic ties in Southwest Asia and enriching the content of external economic ac-
tivities of regional actors. The Indian experience of getting the best out of “plan” and “market” collectively may
prove really invaluable under conditions of global economic slowdown.

Third, India has already moved ahead substantially in this direction. It has done solid preparatory work in the
form of the “Look East Policy” initiated in 1997. The Gujral Doctrine has become an effective instrument of
strengthening India’s diplomatic ties with Southeast Asian countries. The economic relations with these coun-
tries have also undergone a qualitative evolution. Today the region has become the largest market for India’s
goods accounting for over half of exports (it was only 40 percent at the beginning of the century). The economic
relations also have a solid political foundation. India has signed agreements with important APEC members
like Japan, South Korea, Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia and Malaysia.

It’s relevant to recall against the backdrop of the upcoming APEC summit that Indian interest concerning the
situation in the Asia-Pacific region has its own story of a rather long duration.

The Indian ruling elites sees the cyclic recurrence of world processes as the main driving force boosting general
dynamics of international relations in the spirit of traditions laid down by the country’s first prime minister Jawa-
harlal Nehru.

If the 19th century was dominantly British, the 20th predominantly American, then, apparently, the 21st is to
become the “Asian Century.” Naturally it will require an adjustment of foreign policy strategy to stay in tune
with the changing global environment.  The “adjustment” has become a natural continuation of India’s 1991
economic reforms. Back in the mid- 1990s, the Gujral Doctrine or the “Look East” policy materialised as a sub-
lime political expression that is being actively implemented nowadays.

The Indian elite outpaced many of their foreign counterparts to catch the winds of change in the global world
economy and international politics. They succeeded in taking advantage of the shift towards the Asia-Pacific

By Andrei Volodin, S C F
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to emerge as the new pivot of world development.

Delhi seems to understand that the on-going increase
of economic influence, military might and geopolitical
capabilities of China will become the dominant trend
of the Asian Century.

The foreign policy of India in the Asia-Pacific is finally
shaped by the relations of the world’s largest democ-
racy with actors like China, the United States of
America and the most influential states of Southeast
Asia and Far East, naturally including Russia.

What is the Indian political elite’s actual perception of
the driving forces and motives behind the China’s pol-
icy in the Asia-Pacific? According to the Indian ex-
perts, China’s leaders realise that the Celestial
Empire needs dozens of years to acquire the geo-
economic and geopolitical status equal to that of the
United States. That’s exactly why they are actively
supportive of the “genuine multipolarity” concept. At
the same time, the Indian experts presume the main
goal of Beijing in the Asia-Pacific is mono-centricity
in Asia, under the Chinese auspices. As they see it,
India is granted a place only in the second echelon
of the Asia-Pacific area. According to this author, such
vision is explicitly oversimplified.

To my humble mind, such assessments of India’s ca-
pabilities in the Asia-Pacific are based on a twenty
year-old analysis.  Intellectually, this analysis is not
supported by the successful experience of India’s
economic reforms that have greatly enhanced the
geo-economic and geopolitical resources of the coun-
try. These consist of the effective search for a new
foreign policy paradigm (Look East Policy) by the rul-
ing political class, the actual recognition of India’s nu-
clear status by the world community and positive
changes in relations with two other global centres of
gravity- the USA and Japan. That’s why the Indian
leaders, including Prime Minister Dr Manmohan
Singh, appear to emphasize the notion of cooperation

between the Elephant and the Dragon. They stress
that the two largest states have quite enough space
to bring into life, national development strategies on
the basis of sound competition instead of rivalry.

Still, as experts note, the boundaries between rivalry
and sound competition are quite flexible and, espe-
cially taking into consideration the fact that, in com-
parison with other world leaders, India borders on the
states that really create problems for its national se-
curity (Pakistan, Bangladesh, not to mention the Ce-
lestial Empire itself). Let’s not forget the old territorial
dispute over the Indian state of Arunachal Pradesh,
still called East Tibet in Beijing. Further, Indian schol-
ars pay attention on stepped up pace of Tibet’s eco-
nomic progress, calling the policy of China’s central
powers a “double purpose strategy.”

For instance Ranjit Gupta from Institute for Defence
Studies and Analysis, New Delhi, writes: "Given the
serious territorial issues between China and India, the
development of state- of- the- art rail, road and civil
aviation infrastructure in very difficult terrain and
sparsely populated Tibet, the conscious policy of rap-
idly increasing the Han Chinese population in Tibet,
and deployment of very significant conventional and
strategic military assets there, cannot but be a source
of major concern. This is especially so when viewed
together with the fact that China has spun a web of
very strong economic, military and political relation-
ships with India's neighbours, in particular with
Bangladesh, Myanmar and Pakistan".

Really, today India fails to favourably change the for-
eign policy of Bangladesh that continues to fall under
growing economic dependence of Beijing. That’s ex-
actly where the factor of cooperation between the
three super large states, bolstered by the prospects
of APEC membership, should bring positive results.
Or, perhaps, it’s not the expansion of the Celestial Em-
pire into the Asia-Pacific that it’s all about, but rather
the fact that a part of Indian establishment simply de-
pends on the USA, that actively imposes on Delhi its
own vision of world situation as well as its fears and
complexes?

India’s Path to the Asia-Pacific goes through South-
east Asia. It starts from Myanmar (Burma). The impor-
tance of this country for the largest Democracy in the
world is finally determined by four major factors. First,
the security, political stability and social-economic
progress in the north-eastern part of India depend on
it. Second, the relationship is of special importance for
keeping up strategic balance not in the Bay of Bengal
only, but rather in the whole eastern part of Indian
Ocean. Third, Myanmar is the only geographic bridge
between India and economic group of ASEAN states
that is the backbone of Delhi’s Look East policy.
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Fourth, there is a natural necessity to diversify the sources of energy security. That makes Myanmar a poten-
tially significant source of hydrocarbons (oil and gas) so much needed for Indian economy.

It’s a well-known fact that seven north-eastern Indian states are in a way separated from the mainland by
Bhutan, Bangladesh, the Tibet Autonomous Region of China and Myanmar. Myanmar enjoys a critically im-
portant place in this complex territorial configuration that finally explains the Delhi’s policy towards this country.
So, the development of seven Indian north-eastern states and their security depend on permanent connection
to the mainland to prevent the feeling of territorial isolation and being separated from the rest of the country
among the population of North-East. The statement recently made by Indian Minister of Development of North
Eastern Region M. Shankar Ayyar said: “East Asia begins in North East India.” These words have sound his-
torical foundation. World War II and the partition of India in 1947 had broken the traditional cultural, ethnic and
economic ties between India and Southeast Asia.

One of the most important missions is termination of insurgency in the North-East. Experts say the insurgents
operate from the territory of Bangladesh that significantly enhances the importance of Myanmar among the
foreign policy priorities of India in Southeast Asia. Besides the relations with Myanmar are of strategic impor-
tance for the security and vital needs of the Andaman and Nicobar islands situated in the eastern part of the
Bay of Bengal. Finally the New Look East policy is based on the assumption that Myanmar is a gate to Thailand
and Laos, the shortest way to Southeast Asia.

The strategic interests of India and the economic core of Southeast Asia – the ASEAN - to great extent coincide
concerning the issue of political turbulence in Myanmar. These interests are defined by the following strategic
reasons. First, the abatement of Myanmar’s dependence on China, which is becoming too dangerous according
to some people. Second, the principle of non-interference in internal affairs of other states should be maintained
as a sacred basis of international relations. Third, last but not the least, Myanmar boasts an extremely advan-
tageous geostrategic position, and it is rich in natural resources, including hydrocarbons.

As a chairman of the authoritative organisation, Russia should take into account the concerns of the Indian
elite and the logic of its behaviour on international scene while supporting India’s APEC membership. This way
it’s easier to build security in the Asia-Pacific and implement the idea of multi-polar world.
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Indo- Russian bilateral trade - 
A challenging target of USD 20 billion by
2015         (Krishan Kant Agarval, CHS Group, Finland)

Russia inherited the strong strategic, de-
fense, economic, scientific and technical, and diplo-
matic relationship after the collapse of Soviet Union.
The most significant aspect of this relationship has
been India’s reliance on import of Russian arms, as
India is the second largest importer for Russian de-
fence industries.

In 2010, Indo – Russian bilateral trade approximately
reached their target level of  USD 8,5 bln ( exports
from India USD 2,14 bln and imports to India
USD6,36 bln) in spite of the global financial crisis,
which shows that the sustained and committed efforts
had been taken by both countries for tripling  the tar-
get from USD 3 bln for 2005. This new target of USD
20 bln by 2015 is really a challenging target consid-
ering the current bilateral trade volumes and the bu-
reaucratic problems. For this both countries should
have the great strong political will to diversify their co-
operation and reduce bureaucratic hassles. 

As India is importing more than 80% of its arms and
other defence equipments, fighters, jets and others
from Russia and the India’s defence budget has been
raised to USD 32,5 bln. Today both countries have
started joint research and development, trainings,
joint exercises in this field. Below are the briefs of
joint defence programmes :

-  Fifth Generation Fighter Aircraft (FGFA) – jointly
with Sukhoi Design Bureau, Rosoboron export and
HAL of USD35 bln for 250 fighters which are expected
to be delivered starting in 2020.
- BrahMos  Super sonic cruise missile program;
- Multi-Role transport aircraft -  joint venture of
Rosoboron export, UAC and HAL;
- Akula – II nuclear submarines on lease with an op-
tion to buy when lease expires;
- TU – 22M3 bombers;
- Sukhoi SU-30MKI program -  to be built by HAL;
- INS Vikramidtya aircraft carrier program;
- Mi -17V-5 tactical transport helicopters-  the new
deal for 59 more helicopters after the deal of 80 heli-
copters
- Upgrading of MIG 29

Nuclear Energy sector is the second important aspect
in the bilateral ties, as nuclear energy is the 3rd
largest source of electricity in India. Moreover, India

has an ambitious plan to drew up the nuclear power
up to 63000 MW in 2032. So, Russian Atomic depart-
ment ROSATOM and the Indian Atomic department
has agreed for joint research and development in re-
actor technology for peaceful uses of atomic energy
and committed to built 18 reactors across three sites
in India. Under Indo-Russian nuclear energy cooper-
ation, Kudankulam Nuclear Power Project in Tamil
Nadu with two units of 1000 MW each is a great ex-
ample.

Bilateral cooperation in the field of oil and gas sectors
is also a third important aspect of this bilateral rela-
tion. In 2001, ONGC-Videsh Limited acquired 20%
stake in the Sakhalin-I oil and gas project in the Russ-
ian Federation, and has invested about US $ 1.7 bln
in the project. JSC Gazprom and Gas Authority of
India Ltd. have collaborated in joint development of a
block in the Bay of Bengal. Recently JSC Gazprom
and four Indian companies – Petronet, GSPC, GAIL
and IOC has agreed for supplies of 2,5 mln tonne
LNG per year to each of them  starting 2016. More-
over Russian company AFK Sistema and ONGC
have agreed to combine their hydrocarbon ventures
in Russia by merging together BashNeft, RusNeft and
Imperial Energy. Reliance Industries and Sibur have
also signed a notable agreement for production of
butyl rubber in India.

Space is the key aspect in this bilateral ties and have
a historical perspective since1975 when the first In-
dian satellite Aryabhata was launched by Soviet
Union. Chandrayaan-2 is a joint lunar exploration mis-
sion proposed by the Indian Space Research Organ-
ization (ISRO) and the Russian Federal Space
Agency (RKA) and has a projected cost of US 90
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mln., to launch  in 2013  a lunar orbiter and a rover
made in India as well as one lander built by Russia
by a GSLV launch vehicle. Under the MOU signed in
2010 for granting access India to Russian GLONASS,
this year AFK-Sistema ,federal operator for
GLONASS has established a wholly owned Indian
subsidiary, NIS GLONASS Pvt. Ltd for launching it’s
products and services  from 2012.

One of the recent achievements is signing of MoU be-
tween JSC Severstal and India’s NMDC Ltd. For es-
tablishment of a steel plant in Karnatka with intial
capcity of 3mln tones.  This year India’s Somani
Group and Russian leading mining company Mechel
has set up a joint venture “Mechel Somani Carbon
Pvt. Ltd.” to supply Russian coal to India. 
India is the largest processing centre of rough dia-
monds and Russia is one of the world's largest pro-
ducers of rough diamonds and, therefore, bilateral
cooperation in this sector though direct trade would
be mutual advantage to both countries. Russian set-
ting up a joint venture by Alrosa with MMTC for man-
ufacturing jewellery in India. ALROSA signed a
three-year agreement with India’s Rosy Blue, Dia-
mond India Limited, and Ratilal Becharlal and Sons
to supply rough diamonds worth  USD1,5 billion. In
Nov 2011 The Surat Rough Diamond Sourcing India
Limited Company (SRDSIL),  had  finalised a notable
deal with Alrosa, which will supply its first lot of dia-
monds worth USD 42 mln (Rs 180 crore) with every
month supply of at least USD 5,2 mln rough dia-
monds.
At present notable exports from India to Russia are
mainly Pharmaceuticals, Tea, Coffee, apparels and
spices. Today Indian pharmaceutical industry of USD
20 bln but the exports to Russia is very minor and
counts approx USD 600 mln a year. Since last year
tremendous changes has been going on in  bilateral
trade in the field of pharmaceuticals of which
Pereslavl Technopark is the live example. Dr. Reddy’s
and Russian CJSC “R-Pharma” signed an agreement
on technology transfer, licensing, production of med-
icines in Pereslavl Technopark. Other notable compa-
nies like Ranbaxy, Aurobindo Pharma, Hetero Drugs
showed their interest in this technopark. MOI’s be-
tween Pharmsyntez and  Naprod Life Science Private
LTD, to manufacture current oncology drugs,  Kras-
pharma and Jubilant Life Sciences LTD on production
of pharmaceuticals in Russia  and purchasing raw
materials and agreements of Russian pharmaceutical
manufacturer  Akrikhin on Scientific and Technological
Cooperation with Indian companies Emcure Pharma-
ceutical Ltd., M.J.Biopharm, Lupin and Biocon, will
bring to India up to USD 2 bln instead of USD 600mln. 
Tea export from India to Russia is also an important
sector. Many prominent Indian Tea companies has al-
ready set up joint ventures  in Russia due to higher
import tariffs on packed tea. TATA TI has already cre-

ated a joint venture “SUNTY Ltd.” with Russian trad-
ing House “GRAND” and European Bank for Recon-
struction and Development. J.V. Gokal has also set
up the packaging plant with Russian company
“AVALON” with the most advanced equipments and
has already invested more than USD20 mln.
In banking sector, Indian bank ICICI had already set
up the bank subsidiary “ICICI Bank Eurasia” in Rus-
sia. Other Banks State Bank of India with Canara
Bank of India has set up their arms as “Commercial
Bank of India” for promoting Indo- Russian Trade.
Russia State controlled banks VTB and Sberbank
have opened their full fleshed operating branches in
New Delhi. Gazprom bank and Promsvyazbank are
also planning to open their operating offices in India.
In 17th annual meeting in Nov 2011, of the India-Rus-
sia Inter-Governmental Commission on Trade, Eco-
nomic, Technological, Scientific and Cultural
Cooperation, 2011 (IRIGC-TEC)  which was co-
chaired by External Affairs Minister S. M. Krishna and
Russia's Deputy Prime Minister Sergei Ivanov, de-
cided to launch a joint public-private investment fund
for financing key projects in both countries.
In IT sector TATA  has signed the deal with Skolkovo
for hi-tech manufacturing and TCS already signed
joint partnership with Universal KUBE, Moscow for
supplying his automated banking platforms to Russ-
ian bank and to Ukraine and Belorussia. This year a
MOU was signed by AEPC and Russian Union of En-
trepreneurs of Textiles and Light Industry in Moscow
to explore trade avenues with the Russian Textile In-
dustry. The Indian companies exported about 3 per
cent of Russia’s garment imports.
Despite the above staggering increase in cooperation
and signing of lots of MoU for increasing bilateral
trade, complexities and contradictions are hampering
bilateral trade. Mostly SME are suffering from the bu-
reaucratic hassels. The biggest barrier is Transport
and Logistics Infrastructure. Direct entry ports to Rus-
sia are St. Petersburg and Novorossysk which takes
a long time for delivery, unseen and unclear handling
charges and heavy demurrage charges due to cus-
toms bureaucratical procedures, which put additional
costs on the final importer. North-South Transport
Corridor is the best economical and less time con-
suming route but  not in operation due to the political
barriers of Iran. Over congestion of main Indian ports
Nava Sheva, Chennai, Mundra and Kolkata is also
impeding in bilateral trade due to which exports de-
liveries from India takes more time. It is necessary to
look into the possibilities of enhancing the air links for
shipping of expensive and perishable cargoes at eco-
nomical air tariffs.
The other significant trade barrier, the so-called “Tech-
nical Barriers to Trade(TBT)" or "Sanitary and Phy-
tosanitary measures(SPS)",  for SME importing food
products, grain and grain products, spices directly to
St. Petersburg port is the unendurable documents
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needed by Federal Service for Veterinary and Phy-
tosanitary Surveillance (FSVPC) of Russia on quality
and phytosanitary requirements for grain and grain
products, which further creates unnecessary big de-
lays for getting the cargo cleared. 

Third barrier is Tariff related Barrier – Higher  import
tariffs for textiles, food products, spices, gold jewellery,
cut diamonds, and  the system of appeal in order to
prove real value of cargo is difficult to understand and
confusing .
Fourth barrier is the poor information exchange be-
tween Indian and Russian businessmen. There is lack
of information on the State-sponsored tenders held in
India and Russia. The process of sharing information
on market, legal environment, trade policies, invest-
ment opportunities between the relevant Government
Departments and Trade Bodies should be institution-
alized. Website providing information on the legal en-
vironment for business activities in each of the
countries, the terms for establishing trade and invest-
ment ties, market information, administrative proce-

dures and guidelines, clear and transparent import-
export Customs regulation etc. should be made fully
functional. Transparency through mutual sharing of in-
formation is the key to success of bilateral commercial
and economic relations.
Russia’s accession to WTO already forced Russia to
reduce tariffs on imported goods from which Indian
Pharma sector will gain a lot only after 2015. But Rus-
sia's institutions and bureaucracy are not fully pre-
pared to implement the demands laid out by the WTO.
One more aspect is, the need to encourage the flow
of tourists between the two countries which is
presently at a very low level, as there are no promo-
tion for tourism by Tourism Ministry of both countries.
In fact, tourists are image builders and could play a
bigger role in highlighting the positive developments
between the two countries.
Despite the political will of both countries to increase
the bilateral trade, non-tariff barriers also continue to
plague bilateral trade flow. The economic foundation
underlying the superstructure of Indo-Russian bilateral
strategic relations needs a significant diversification.

India looking to promote Yoga
and Ayurveda in Moscow

The Indian mission has discussed
promoting Yoga and Ayurveda in
Russia with the Russian State Uni-
versity for the Humanities.

Considering how much a part of
Russian life yoga has become, the
physical, mental and spiritual disci-
plines of the ancient science are now
the biggest proponents of Indian soft
power in the country.

Long before then-Russian President
Dmitry Medvedev tried to popularise
yoga in 2008, several yoga centres
had come up in cities from St Peters-
burg to Vladivostok. Yoga, like other
lifestyle activities in Russia, though
has become an expensive affair with

a 1-hour session in Moscow costing anything from US$ 40 to $200 depending on the venue.

Given this backdrop, India is taking the initiative to make yoga more accessible across Russia. This

Alexander Korablinov, RIAN

India is taking the initiative to make yoga more accessible
across Russia. Source: AlexeyKudenko / 
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week, India’s Ambassador
to Russia Ajai Malhotra and
Efim Pivovar, Rector of the
Russian State University
for the Humanities (RSUH)
discussed potential initia-
tives to promote yoga and
ayurveda in Russia and the
cooperation between
RSUH and Indian institu-
tions. 

Ambassador Malhotra wel-
comed the initiative taken
by RSUH to promote
ayurveda and yoga. 

On September 10, the
RSUH organised “Yo-
gayush,” an evening dedi-
cated to yoga and ayurveda. Ambassador Malhotra, who was the chief guest at the programme,
expressed satisfaction over the ongoing cooperation between the RSUH and Indian institutions
through the Indian Embassy in Moscow. The Indian Ambassador also recalled the successful estab-
lishment of the ICCR Chair of Indian Studies at RSUH earlier this year and confirmed that another In-
dian Professor would teach a full semester on Indian Studies at RSUH in the first half of 2013.

Opening “Yogayush”, Professor Pivovar thanked Ambassador Malhotra for being the Chief Guest at
the event, which was organised as part of RSUH’s academic cooperation with India. Professor Alexan-
der Stoylarov then introduced Ambassador Malhotra, who welcomed the initiative taken by RSUH to
promote ayurveda and yoga. He pointed out the usefulness of yoga and ayurveda in our day-to-day
life, pointing out that “they provided a holistic and balanced approach to health and well being.”

K. V. Dilipkumar, Professor and Head of Department, Swasthavritha Ayurveda College, Kottakal and
Dean, Faculty of Ayurveda, University of Calicut, Kerala, delivered a lecture on various aspects of
Ayurveda.  This was followed by a talk on “Yoga in Daily Life” by Dr. Suresh Babu, Yoga Instructor.

With the Indian Government creating better access to yoga and ayurveda programmes, Muscovites
may no longer need to pay a small fortune to learn about these great pillars of India. Although, as a

Moscow-based yoga in-
structor told me recently, it’s
impossible to recreate, in
Russia, the atmosphere of
a yoga ashram in Rishikesh
or the Kottakal Ayurveda
Centre in Kerala. Serious
Russian learners and prac-
titioners always have the
option of going to India to
upgrade their skills and
knowledge.

Ambassador Malhotra welcomed the initiative taken by RSUH to
promote ayurveda and yoga. 
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Farewell party to DCM – 
Mr. Anil Trigunayat  (26.04.12)  
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Moscow hotels among the 
priciest in the world

Kommersant FM

The British agency Hogg Robinson Group has ranked the top 10 cities with the most expensive
hotels, but Russian experts take issue with the survey’s methods and results.

Moscow boasts the world's most expensive hotel rates, with an average room rate running at 324
euro ($410) in August. Moscow has topped the Hogg Robinson Group’s list of cities with the most ex-
pensive hotels for eight years running. This year, it was followed by Lagos and then Geneva, with an
average room rates set at about 271 euro ($340). In Zurich, a hotel room will cost you 265 euro ($335).
Next on the list were Rio de Janeiro, New York, Sidney and Hong Kong. Paris ranked 9th, and Wash-
ington closed the top 10 list. Meanwhile, the rankings were a surprise to Russian hoteliers. Moscow's
hotels are in no way more expensive than those in London, Vice
President of the Federation of Restaurateurs and Hoteliers of Russia
Vadim Prasov claims.

"If you take a look at, say,booking.com, you'll see that Moscow has
at least 377 hotels. According to official [Russian] statistics, the figure
is only half of this. You can't really say that the Moscow hospitality
market is facing any significant shortages. In fact, there are quite
enough rooms. Every year, new hotels spring up, often overlooked
by official statistics, and, let's face it, Moscow authorities are not ex-
actly aware of them. These are usually small hotels of 20-30 rooms.
And the new trend, hostels, is also very active,” Prasov said.

Most likely, the British rating covered only the top segment of Moscow’s hotel market and, possibly,
well-known three-star hotels but not the smaller, more recent arrivals. If this is the case, the 324 euro
($410) per-day rate is comprehensible, General Director of GOST Hotel Management Sergei
Kolesnikov believes.

"You have to understand that we leave out Saturdays and Sundays, when the rates are low. A price
between 300 euro and 600 euro ($380-$755) is actually the average five-star rate, which is, indeed,
rather high. But if we compare Moscow's Ritz with the Ritz in Paris, I doubt that the Moscow Ritz will
be anywhere ahead of the Parisian one. This is just not true. It's about competition for clients - to
scare clients away from Moscow as an expensive city,”  Kolesnikov said.
Moscow has more than 400 hotels. Over the last two years, dozens of three-star boutique hotels have
been opened in Moscow. You can find a decent room for 4,000-5,000 rubles ($125-$155). During the
summer, you can also receive a discount of up to 70 percent, Vice President of the Russian Tourism
Industry Union Yury Barzykin explains.

"It is true that Moscow hotels are not cheap, but it depends on the season. In high season and in
summer, rates can be very attractive, especially if booked through travel agencies. Group accommo-
dations are available: you can bring groups of children to stay in four-star hotels. With three people
to a room for 4,000 rubles ($125), you already get a nice rate of 1,300 rubles ($40) per person,”
Barzykin said.
Incidentally, on the night of 31 August, you could rent a room worth 18,000 rubles ($560) for a mere
3,500 rubles ($110).

Moscow hotels are ranked as the
most expensive by British agency

Hogg Robinson Group. 
Source: Kommersant
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More than the gateway to Baikal
Many travelers visit Irkutsk on their way from the Trans-Siberian to Lake Baikal, but the city has some charms
all its own.

On our journey along the Trans-Siberian, my friend Juliet and I stopped in Irkutsk primarily as it is the gateway
to Lake Baikal. We arrived at the Irkutsk train station t at almost six in the morning and since the buses to
Baikal do not leave this early, we ensconced ourselves in a café next to the station to wait. Although there was
no line at the counter, Juliet stood there 10 minutes to order a cup of coffee. After she returned to watch our
bags, it was my turn to get a jolt of caffeine.

Upon ordering a white coffee, the waitress simply turned to me and rapped out a sharp ‘Nyet!’ Somewhat con-
fused (I was, after all ordering coffee in a café – not the most unusual of requests) I repeated my order, only to
receive the same response. Determined to succeed, I asked what was wrong and was told that the cash register
was not working.

Well, this was not quite true: the girl at the cash register was standing there, looking bored, and counting the
coins in each of the little slots. However, it seemed that the girl manning the coffee machine was unwilling to
make coffee while she was counting. So, I asked again, very nicely, if she would give me a coffee if I gave her
the exact change to give to the girl who was doing all the counting: ‘Nyet!’

I am normally a very reasonable person; I am polite (I am British, after all; it is bred into us) and I do not get
annoyed easily. I have also put up with more than my fair share of Russian rudeness so at 6am on a wet,
drizzly morning in a café near the Irkutsk station, I cracked.

‘Why is everyone so unhelpful here?’ I called to Juliet. ‘I’m not asking her to go to South America and grind the
coffee beans; all I want is her to do her job!’

Turning back to the woman, who looked mildly surprised, I asked, rather desperately, one last time for a coffee.
The waitress stomped over to the coffee machine, filled up a cup and then slammed it down on the counter.
Coffee sloshing everywhere, I banged down my rubles and sat down, rather disgruntled. This was my welcome
to Irkutsk.

Despite this rather unpleasant welcome, Irkutsk is actually quite a nice place to be.

The city still feels part gold-rush town, part 1960s Soviet Union. In the 1880s, the prospect of gold in the Lena
River brought people here to seek their fortunes. Big buildings went up, but the town now feels like it could do
with a coat of paint as battered wooden houses sit near new shopping malls.

Some of the best wooden houses can be found on Dekabrskikh Sobyty Street near Timiryazeva Street. Although
several of the houses look like they are about to fall down, it is nonetheless to Irkutsk’s credit that they are still
standing (complete with blue paint). Like the city of Yekaterinburg, Irkutsk has done a much better job of pre-
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serving these traditional wooden houses than some
other towns. Somewhat understandably, houses like
these are all gone from Moscow and St Petersburg
so for the traveler who ventures outside the two cap-
itals, it is interesting to see what pre-revolution Russ-
ian life might have been like. Wandering down Karl
Marx Street, it is also possible to admire the more re-
cent grand 19th century brick buildings, which are
reminiscent of those found in St Petersburg.

Irkutsk’s sights are not confined to one place but are
spread around the city, which requires visitors to hop
on a trolleybus. At a cost of about $0.45, this ride is
both a cultural experience and a very economical way
of getting across the city.

Worth a visit is the
Volkonsky House Mu-
seum. Count Sergei
Volkonsky was shipped
off to Siberia as punish-
ment for his role in the
Decembrist uprising, and
his home in Irkutsk has
now been preserved for
posterity. The house is
surrounded by a court-
yard that contains all the
trappings needed by a
count in exile, including
stables and servants
quarters. Inside there is
an interesting exhibition
dedicated to the wives of
the revolutionaries (in-
cluding Maria Volkonskaya) who stoically followed
their husbands into exile across Russia having
scraped together the money for the train fare.

Fast forward 100 years and you could equally be in
the Soviet Union. Battered apartment blocks and con-
crete buildings evoke Soviet Russia. There is, of
course, a Lenin statue or two and the main street is
named after Karl Marx. Some of the avenues are
lined with trees, and on a summer’s afternoon it is
possible to see elderly couples taking a stroll. You find
yourself almost listening for Soviet music to begin
drifting though the trees.

Equally Soviet is the outside market where old ladies
sit selling bunches of herbs likely grown in gardens.
Ever-abundant are the Russian herbs of choice dill,
parsley and coriander without which no meal is com-
plete.

This market is an ideal pit-stop place for those who
are about to journey on – either to Baikal by road or

to Mongolia by train. On sale, depending on the sea-
son, are fresh raspberries, peppers and cucumbers.
Nearby the outside market is a covered building hous-
ing meat, cheese and bread stalls. The meat may
look a little iffy – especially as it is apparently left out
all day unrefrigerated – but some of the cheeses are
quite good and are a welcome snack when paired
with bread or crackers on those long Siberian jour-
neys.

For something a little more filling and for those with
more time, Irkutsk has a wholly unexpected yet en-
tirely welcome offering: an Indian vegetarian restau-
rant. Café Govinda can be found on 4 Fure Street and

offers all manner of traditional Indian foods from
samosas to desserts. Very reasonably priced, Juliet
and I sampled our way though deliciously cooked po-
tato, broccoli and carrot dishes and finished with
herbal tea. The staff are also quite happy for cus-
tomers to linger over their food as they wait for a train
and to advise on dishes and more unfamiliar desserts.

Coming towards the end of our Trans-Siberian jour-
ney, Juliet and I sadly left Café Govinda and made
our way to the Irkutsk airport. Having heard horror sto-
ries about the airport and runway, we were delighted
to find that a brand new terminal complete with 24-
hour coffee shop has recently been built.

Boarding our flight back to Moscow after travelling
more than 6,000 miles on the Trans-Siberian railroad,
I reflected on how diverse this country is. The best
way to discover it is to just get out of Moscow and ex-
plore.
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Kottayil Kovilakom is a village that breathes history. Tucked away at one end of Chennamangalam,
a small town in Ernakulam district that is famous for its handloom weaving and coir manufacturing units,
this tiny village revels in its past with many significant monuments in the vicinity. The village is located on
the banks of the Periyar. A regular ferry service connects Kottayil Kovilakom to the neighbouring villages.
A temple, mosque, synagogue and church are located within a radius of just 500 metres, manifesting the
village’s secular culture.
Added to all this are the beautiful river, swaying coconut palms and the majestic Malavanapara, a sculp-
ture-like rock in the middle of the river, that evokes a sublime feeling. Once the seat of the Kshatriya chief-
tains of Villarvattom, Kottayil Kovilakom was a centre of learning during the Chola reign and has a defined
role in the history of Kerala. Villarvattom and the stories of the last Christian kingdom are part of folklore.

The kingdom was said to be headquartered here and later moved to Udayamperoor (Ernakulam district)
when the Arab invaders attacked the island. According to records, Kottayil Kovilakom was founded during
the period of Perumakkanmar. Historians find mention of the place in the ‘Sangakala Kritis’. There is a
strong link between the history of Kottayil Kovilakom and the Paliyathachans, or the prime ministers of the

erstwhile Cochin maharajas. In 1663, the Dutch built
Paliyam Kotta (fort), as a gesture of gratitude to the
Paliyathachans, for helping them defeat the Por-
tuguese. Inside the fort a kovilakom (palace) was built
specially for women, and hence the name Kottayil Kovi-
lakam.

In 1790, when Tipu Sultan’s marauding army reached
this place one of the caretakers of the Paliyam family,
named in records as Koya Muhammed was killed and
his last rites performed by the Paliyam men. The
mosque at Kottayil Kovilakom that stands close to the
Sree Krishna temple is testimony to this amity. The nar-

row road that runs close to the mosque leads to the rundown Jewish cemetery. The Jews were supposed
to have settled here in the 15th Century. A synagogue they built still stands but the Jews have all migrated.

Close to the synagogue, stands the church built by the Jesuit missionaries in 1577 and the Vaipikkotta
Seminary. Both structures were severely damaged during Tipu Sultan’s attack. Although the church was
restored, the ruins of the seminary can be still seen. Stone inscriptions in ancient Malayalam script provide
valuable information of a long-lost culture.

A well in the churchyard, now closed, is believed to have led to Tipu’s fort. A printing press, started here
by the Jesuits that was completely destroyed by Tipu’s men, also stood in this compound.

It’s evening and you hear prayers from the mosque and feel the cool river breeze. In the distance you hear
the bells ring. The tranquillity is palpable; so also are evident symbols of religious harmony.
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Maharashtra tops in number of
foreign tourist visits

Maharashtra topped the list in number of foreign tourist visits, followed by Tamil Nadu and
New Delhi. While Maharashtra received nearly 4.8 million tourists, Tamil Nadu welcomed 3.4 million
people and New Delhi played host to 2.2 million foreigners, according to the latest report from the
Union Ministry of Tourism.

The statistics released by the Ministry for 2011, says the number of Foreign Tourist
Visits (FTVs) to Indian states/union territories was 19.5 million as compared to
17.9 million in 2010 and 14.4 million in 2009. This year, the number of FTVs reg-
istered a growth of 8.85 percent over 2010 as compared to a growth of 24.6 per-
cent in 2010 over 2009. It is the third consecutive year where the number of
foreign tourist visitors has increased.

"Our campaign Maharashtra Unlimited has been successful in reaching out to the
globe. We lay emphasis on leisure tours, beach tours, rural tourism and heritage tourism among oth-
ers. As Maharashtra is an all season-destination our next goal is to reach the topmost slot in the coun-
try in terms of domestic tourists' arrival," said Chhagan Bhujbal, Minister of Tourism.

The report said, the contribution of top 10 States was about 90.1 per cent to the total number of foreign
tourists visits in the country for 2011. The percentage shares of top 5 States were Maharashtra 24.7
per cent, Tamil Nadu 17.3 per cent, Delhi 11.1 per cent, Uttar Pradesh 9.7 per cent and Rajasthan 6.9
per cent.

Gujarat allocates Rs 400 crore to promote tourism

Gujarat has allocated Rs 400 crore for tourism promotion in the State during the current fiscal. The
amount includes Rs 120 crore as grant which has been approved by the Planning Commission for
2012-13.

According to Mr Sanjay Kaul, Commissioner and Managing Director, Tourism Corporation of Gujarat
Ltd, the funds would be utilised for developmental activities and to improve infrastructure in several
key tourist locations.

“Over the last three-four years the State Government has laid stress
on the services sector including tourism and IT. We roped in actor
Amitabh Bachchan as the brand ambassador to grow the tourism sec-
tor. This has yielded results and we have been witnessing steady rise
in the number of tourist arrivals in the State,” Mr Kaul told newspersons
at a road show organised to promote tourism in Gujarat on Saturday.

Gujarat witnessed 16 per cent growth in tourist arrivals in 2011-12 to 2.23 crore. The Tourism Corpo-
ration expects 25 per cent growth in tourist arrivals this year. Tourists from Bengal account for about
eight per cent of the total number of tourists into Gujarat.

“Our Buddhist Circuit, which includes places like Junagadh and Siyot (Bhuj) have not been publicised
too well till so far. We are now going to South East Asian countries to attract tourists from these coun-
tries,” he said. This apart, Gujarat will also work on developing coastal tourism. “The Planning Com-
mission has approved Rs 1,200 crore to promote coastal tourism in Gujarat. This fund will be utilised
to develop 14 coastal districts in the State over the next five years,” he said.

Mumbai, The Economic Times
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Uralkali to export about 4 MT of potash to
India this year

The company expects to see a strong re-
covery and increased demand in India in
2013.

Uralkali, the world's second largest potash
producer has estimated India's potash im-
ports at 3.5 - 4 million tonnes (MT) in 2012
on account of a cut in subsidy on phos-
phatic and potassic (P&K) fertilisers by the
Indian Government, the Business Standard
said on Wednesday.

India imports all its domestic requirement
of muriate of potash (MoP), a key fertiliser,
according to the paper.

“We expect that the decreased state subsidies for
potash imports will reduce this year's potash imports
down to 3.5 - 4 million tonne as well as limit the room
for a possible price increase,” Uralkali was cited as
saying by the paper. The company did not state its
estimates of India's 2011 imports.

Uralkali expects the current low potash application
and high crop prices to boost consumption of the soil
nutrient by India in 2013 and help improve the market
sentiment, the paper said. “Due to the low potassium

application rate in India and high prices for agricultural
products at the moment, we expect a considerable
consumption growth in India in 2013 and, conse-
quently, a more rapid market recovery,” Oleg Petrov,
sales and marketing director of Uralkali told RBC last
month.

On the sale of potash in India, the company said that
high retail prices of the crop nutrient and below aver-
age monsoon affected sales, according to Business
Standard. “In India, high potash retail prices and
below-average monsoon rains caused weak con-
sumption despite good loading volumes during Q2
and Q3,” the paper quoted Uralkali as saying.

The company released its half yearly results, with net
profits up by 6 percent to US$ 842 million in the Jan-
uary-June period of 2012, from US$ 794 million in the
same period of 2011, according to the paper. The rev-
enues of the company rose by 13 percent to US$2.23
billion.

During the first 6 months of the current calendar year,
Uralkali produced 4.8 million tonne of potash as
against 5.2 million tonne in the same period of 2011,
according to the paper.

The global potash supplier, whose assets include 5
mines and 7 more treatment mills, added that ship-
ments to India by Belarusian Potash Company
(BPC), Uralkali's trader, under old contracts contin-
ued through August this year.
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India has potential
to become R&D hub

A study says India has become a key contribu-
tor in global research and of growth in the Asia-
Pacific region, playing host to one-third of top
1000 R&D spenders in the world.

The study done by market advisory firm Zinnov,
'Global R&D Benchmarking Study: FY2011' an-
alyzed trends in R&D investments globally. After
witnessing a decline in global R&D spending in
FY2010, the study says the FY2011 has seen
an increase in spending and the potential for
India to be among the top nations for R&D has
only gotten stronger.

Commenting on the study, Sidhant Rastogi, di-
rector - Globalization Advisory, Zinnov, said:
"The sentiment on the role of R&D in driving the
future continues to remain positive across geog-
raphies, supported by the significant increase in
R&D spending in FY2011. Global R&D invest-
ments have grown by 8.2% as compared to pre-
vious year FY2010. This growth has been

primarily driven by organizations in the semiconductor, in-
dustrial and consumer hardware and electrical & electronic
sectors".

"India definitely has the right potential to become a key
R&D hub, not only in software for which it has gained
recognition globally, but also in other verticals such as
aerospace, automotive and defence", he added. One of
the key highlights of the report is that there is a talent pool
of 220,000 in MNC subsidiaries in the country, and these
MNCs have spent $7-7.5 billion on the headcount in India
in FY2011 alone. The study also found that the opportunity
areas for India to attract R&D investment span over 13
sectors, with software being the most invested-in sector.
Global net sales and global R&D spending have grown at
13.55% and 8.2% respectively with the contribution of
spend divided across North America, European Union and
APAC regions.
The total R&D investment globally is on the rise, and the
North America and EU region continue to dominate. The
contribution of R&D investment from across geographies
is 36% for North American companies, 34% for European
Union headquartered companies and 7% for APAC com-
panies. Though the APAC regions contribution (as a per-
centage of global R&D spend) is seemingly small, what is
noteworthy is that within the region R&D investments have
increased a significant 28% as against the previous year.

Russian firm invests in two
Indian e-commerce sites

Russian company ru-Net seems to have become the first foreign company to invest in an Indian online
retail company. The Moscow-based internet and technology investment company invested $17 million (Rs 95.2
crore) in Freecultr and BeStylish, two e-commerce websites backed by the Smile group. This was also the first
time a Russian company invested in India’s internet space.

E-commerce companies operating in India are governed by the same FDI (foreign direct investment) rules as
other brick-and-mortar retail chains. At present, multi-brand retail chains are not allowed any FDI, while single-
brand outlets can get foreign investment up to 100 per cent. But online players are known to be running on for-
eign funds, mostly of international venture capital and equity funds. E-commerce or online chains structure the
investment in such a way that front-end billing to customers is not done by companies that have foreign funds.
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As foreign investment is allowed for back-end operations, as opposed to front-end retailing, e-commerce com-
panies typically work around these rules.

ru-Net invested $9 million (Rs 50.4 crore) in Freecultr and $8 million (Rs 44.8 crore) in BeStylish. While Freecultr
is an apparel designing and retailing company, which was recently in the news for its merchandising tie-up with
Bollywood actor Shahrukh Khan’s Kolkata Knight Riders, BeStylish is a shoe e-retailing company. BeStylish
sells about 1,000 pairs of shoes daily and Freecultr 190-200 pieces of clothing.

“Yes, it is correct ru-Net has invested in Smile and Freecultr,”
said Sujal Shah, chief executive of Freecultr. But the Smile
group refused to divulge the valuations at which the money
was raised. Repeated calls made to Harish Bahl, chief execu-
tive of Smile group, went unanswered. Sources close to the
deal told Business Standard that ru-Net valued Freecultr at
$25 million (Rs 140 crore) and BeStylish at $35 million (Rs 196
crore), respectively.

A Smile group official said, “The reason Smile went to ru-Net
for money has mostly to do with the fact that it was unable to
raise money from existing private equity (PE) players in India.”
PE sources said the properties were overvalued at these

prices. “To justify a $25-million valuation, any given company has to have about 1,000 transactions a day,
where Freecultr is just doing 200 transactions daily. This is another example of an inflated deal,” said a PE
player.

But the Smile group official said for ru-Net, the transaction had been driven by the need to gain an entry into
India. “Besides this, it sees the deal as a long-term partnership with Smile, which has a pretty diversed portfolio,”
he said.

The e-commerce segment in India was supposed to touch Rs 47,000 crore last year, growing at 25-30 per
cent a year. Most investments in e-commerce till date have come from the UK and Mauritius-based funds like
Sequoia Capital and Tiger Global. Germany’s Samwer brothers have also taken aggressive bets on the Indian
e-commerce market with their apparel retail site Jabong. According to industry estimates, Jabong is spending
about Rs 75 crore a month on online advertising. 

North Ossetia firm hires Indian labour
14 Indian workers have been hired to work in a factory in Vladikavkaz for a company that makes high-end fur-
niture.

The first group of migrant labourers from India has started working in Vladikavkaz, the capital of the Russian
region of North Ossetia. 14 semi-skilled workers are being employed by Russian high-end furniture maker
Rokos.

The workers work in shifts at the factory that uses German and Italian machinery. Rokos sells “elite furniture”
in 69 Russian regions from Irkutsk to the Leningrad Region. The company, on its website, says its high-end
products are “almost like Italian furniture.”

250 employees are on the payroll of the company, which has a market capitalization of almost 1 billion roubles.
However with many employees approaching retirement age, the furniture-maker faces an acute staff shortage.
Labourers from India have been hired to help fill the vacancies.

The Indian workers are provided with a hostel with decent facilities, including three meals. After an initial period
of training, they will work on grinding, upholstery and painting among other operations. According to their Russ-
ian colleagues, “they are diligent, well-behaved and accustomed to saving money.”

The workers are happy with their current monthly salary. The Russian colleagues add that the workers are
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eager to learn as much about the furniture craft as possible.

“When they come back to the hostel after the shift they watch their favourite melodramas,” a Russian colleague
says. “They save on everything; they save money for their families in a distant homeland.”

The workers have not learned the Russian language yet but it does not affect the quality of their work. “You do
not need tell them anything, you just have to show them,” the director of Rokos, Fatima Gobeeva says. “Un-
fortunately, when local young people hear that they need to undergo training, their interest in the work imme-
diately disappears, Gobeeva says. “And it is much easier with foreign workers; they are disciplined, like learning
and do not engage in conflicts.”

There are plans to hire more migrant labourers from India. The quotas have already been approved in Moscow,
Gobeeva says. “Nobody wants to work here, she adds. “We need technicians, mechanics, engineers and other
specialists. My fellow countrymen prefer to register at the labour exchange and receive unemployment bene-
fits… Some of them do not like the noise and dust, others lack the discipline and many won’t work for a low
salary.”

The company offers a maximum salary of 15,000 roubles (around US$ 500) in job ads. The director says that
unemployed lawyers and economists came to the factory but they could not take up ‘non-prestigious’ jobs.
“They wouldn’t want a blue-collar job or would insist on a salary of 45,000 roubles just to be a painter,” Gobeeva
says.

“The young people of Vladikavkaz ignore the profession of a furniture- maker and prefer to go to Sochi and
Moscow for easy money,” according to Gobeeva. The search for the labour in North Ossetia often ends with
the phrase: “I won’t step out of the house for a salary of 15,000 roubles.” As a result, the vacancies are slowly
being filled by migrant workers. Next year they are going to invite 130 labourers from India and 25 from China.

It is much cheaper for the local businesses to
invest in imported labour than to in local per-
sonnel. Experts agree that the simplification of
the visa regime between Russia and India can
lead to a significant increase of planned Indian
labour migration.

According to Alexander Apokin from the Centre
for Macroeconomic Analysis and Short-Term
Forecasting, Russia can provide a few hun-
dred million people with work and since there
are human resources in India, it will be help
both sides.

Tatiana Shaumyan, director of the Centre for
Indian Studies at the Institute of Asian Studies,
says that a simplified visa regime works well in
the Far East with regard to the Chinese who

bring capital and people and are known to be hard-working. Shaumyan, however, believes that the simplified
Russian visa regime with India only helps Indian businessmen, with Russian visas being prohibitively expensive
for ordinary citizens.

Istoki analyst Andrew Bliznets cautions against unrestricted access into Russia for Indian labourers. “There
are several expert demographers who, for years, lobbied for the attraction of migrants from the Caucasus and
Central Asia,” says Bliznets “Due to a visa-free regime between our countries, every third worker in Russia is
Tajik, every fourth is Armenian.”

“The dominance of migrant workers annoys many Russians, Bliznets says, adding that “migrant labour from
the former Soviet republics will not cause a demographic disaster.” He believes that a large migration of Indian
labourers may upset the demographic balance in some Russian regions. 

It is much cheaper for the local businesses to invest in imported
labour than to in local personnel. Source: Reuters/Vostock photo
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Welcome party to DCM Mr. Sandeep Arya
at Fusion plaza – 22.08.12
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Where to find Indian cuisine in Moscow

So then, fate has carried you far away from your homeland of India to the cold capital of Russia,
Moscow. Nothing but familiar food can create the atmosphere of home and a feeling of comfort. We
have put together a list of establishments offering Indian cuisine. For a city of many millions the number
of these establishments turns out to be rather modest. If your visit to Moscow lasts for more than a
week, you will easily manage to try all these restaurants and choose the one that, in your opinion, is
“closest to home”.

Aroma 
Krzhizhanovsky Street, d.20/30, korpus 1 (Metro:
Profsoyuznaya) Tel: +7 (495) 543-54-26

Though it opened only a year ago, Aroma already has
a devoted Russian clientele. Banquets are often held
here. And although this restaurant offers an entertain-
ment program of Eastern dances, many guests prefer
to eat their Indian dishes to the accompaniment of
Russian songs and a toastmaster. To increase their
Russian customers’ fondness for Indian food, Aroma
has included the recipe for an Indian dish on every
page of the menu.
Price range:
Bhara Kebeb - $16, Aloo gobi adraki - $9, Vada Sambhar - $7.50, Salted Lassi - $5.50

Darbars
Leninsky Prospekt, d. 38, Hotel-Office Complex
Sputnik, 16th floor (Metro: Leninsky Prospekt)
Tel: +7 (495) 930-29-25, +7 (495) 930-23-65

One of the first Indian restaurants in Moscow, Darbars
was started in 1995. In 2004 it moved to the top floor of
the Sputnik Hotel, from where one has a breathtaking
panoramic view of Moscow. If the cold weather pre-
vents you from admiring the city from the observation

Chacha Rybas
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point at Vorobyovy Gory (Sparrow Hills), you may do this while ensconced in a cozy armchair at
Darbars. Every evening (except Monday and Tuesday) the restaurant offers dance programs.
Price range:
Hyderabady Biriyani - $25, Malai Kofta - $17, Rasmalai - $8.50, Mango Lassi - $10

Devi
Miklukho-Maklaya Street, 21а (Metro: Yugo-Zapad-
naya or Belyaevo), Tel: +7 (926) 275-55-67

This family-run café is located on the grounds of the
Russian university Druzhba Narodov, which doesn’t
mean the customers are all students. Though Devi is
fairly far from the center of the city, people who know
about it come here especially. In addition to Indian cui-
sine, Devi also offers a few Chinese dishes, or rather
those that are popular in India, such as fried noodles.
The café is equipped with a pair of plasma screens always tuned to Indian television channels.
Huge numbers of people gather here to watch the broadcasts of cricket matches.
Price range:
Mutton Shahi Korma - $18, Thali — only for students - $7, Samosa - $4, Masala Chai - $2

Ganga 
Leningradsky Prospekt, 37b, Trade Center Start,
3rd floor (Metro: Dinamo) Tel: +7 (495) 743-49-84

This is not a restaurant in the literal sense of the word.
It is a bistro in a trade center (mall). Nevertheless, this
eatery bears mentioning since it specializes in Vedic
cooking. The employees all engage in spiritual prac-
tices. And right next door to Ganga is Moscow’s only
Krishna temple, evidently a main gathering place for
the Indian community here, for lack of any other Hindu
temples in the city.

Price range:
Palak Paneer - $2, Veg. Rice - $1.50, Samosa - $1.50

Khajuraho
Shmitovsky proezd, d. 14 (Metro: Ulitsa 1905) Tel:
+7 (499) 256-81-36, +7 (499) 256-72-02

Despite the name of this restaurant, there is nothing
to prevent kids of visiting it, the whole family is wel-
come! In addition to dishes from northern India, the
menu includes several European soups and salads.
The dishes are prepared to please Russian palettes,
meaning they are not too spicy. So if you like spicier
fare, it’s important to specify when placing your order.
In the evenings, by way of entertainment, Indian and
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Arab dance programs are sometimes offered.
Price range:
Butter Chicken - $20, Dal Makhani - $10.50, Tandoori Roti - $3, Jaljeere - $9.50

Maharaja
Pokrovka Street, d. 2/1, entrance from Starosadsky
pereulok (Metro: Kitai-gorod)
Tel: +7 (495) 621-98-44, +7 (495) 621-77-58

As the oldest Indian restaurant in Moscow (of those that
still survive), Maharajah deserves attention. It is also
the Indian restaurant located closest to the Indian Em-
bassy in Moscow; 10-15% of the customers are em-
bassy staff. Roughly half the customers are Russian.
There are no entertainment programs. This is just a
peaceful place to enjoy rather pricey food. Maharajah
specializes in northern Indian cooking.

Price range:
Chicken Tikka - $33, Palak Paneer - $22, Masala Chai - $4.50, Kulfi - $12

Namaste
Kosmonatov Street, d. 13. (Metro: VDNKh) +7 (495)
682-67-27

At the moment this is the “freshest” Indian restaurant in
Moscow. It opened only six months ago. The menu is
divided into two equal parts: Indian and European. Both
parts are comprehensive, from starters to drinks. This
establishment consists of three different rooms, each
with its own style of design.
Price range:
Fish Tikka - $18.50, Tomato Shorba - $7, Tandoori
Gobhi - $10, Onion Bhaji - $7.50

Paprika
Domodedovo Airport, 2nd floor

Surprisingly enough for a city in which one cannot find
even a dozen Indian restaurants, one of them is inside
one of the capital’s busiest airports, and is for it's guest
the “last shelter” before leaving Moscow . An airport
restaurant is necessarily organized in a particular way.
Passengers are generally rushing to catch flights.
Therefore, every dish on Paprika’s menu can be pre-
pared in less than 15 minutes. Neither the quality of the
food nor the atmosphere suffer for the speed of the

service. So, in case of flight delay you can easily linger here.  
Price range:
Prawn Masala - $24, PALAK PANEER - $12,5, DAL TADKA - $7,5, NAAN - $3,5
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Vostochnaya Komnata
Smolenkaya Square, 3, Smolensky Passazh, 2nd-
floor (Metro: Smolenskaya), Tel: +7(495) 937-84-23

A cozy restaurant near the famous Stary Arbat pedes-
trian street. There is only one ‘but’: although this estab-
lishment has positioned itself as the successor to
Shampur, the Indian restaurant that used to be located
at this same address, the number of Indian items on
the menu is limited and even lost among the Arab, Turk-
ish, Georgian and Japanese dishes also offered.
Price range:
Thali - $23, Chuchvara (an Uzbek specialty) - $10

There you have our whole list of Moscow establishments offering Indian cuisine. To these one might
also add two Pakistani restaurants: more than half of the dishes on their menus are Indian.

Taj Mahal
Vozdvizhenka Street, d.10, Trade Center Voentorg
(Metro: Arbatskaya)
Tel: +7 (495) 363-17-40, +7 (495) 229-01-09

Gandhara
Rochdelskaya Street, d. 15, korpus 7 (Metro: Ulitsa
1905)
+7 (499) 255-99-59, +7 (495) 229-01-09
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IKEA to invest Rs 10,500 cr in India, to
open 25 outlets

It took a meeting in St Petersburg, Rus-
sia, for the euro 25-billion Scandinavian furni-
ture giant IKEA to commit its investment in the
Indian retail sector, almost six months after the
government allowed 100 per cent foreign direct
investment (FDI) in single-brand retail. IKEA
chief, Mikael Ohlsson, today gave an assur-
ance to Commerce Minister Anand Sharma at
a luncheon meeting during the St Petersburg
International Economic Forum that his com-
pany would invest euro 1.5 billion (Rs 10,500
crore) in India over the next 15-20 years. Besides 25
retail outlets, it plans to also set up restaurants, food
mart, nursing home and publications under its brand
name.

IKEA, which had earlier tried to enter India when 51
per cent FDI was allowed in single-brand retail, and,
subsequently, decided to come on its own when the
rules were relaxed, said it had filed an application with
the Indian government for clearances to set up a fully-
owned subsidiary. The company has filed the appli-
cation through its advisor Titus and Co Advocates.
The proposal needs to be finally approved by the
Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs, as the in-
vestment exceeds Rs 1,200 crore.

IKEA’s would be the second foreign investment so far
since the government relaxed the rules for single-
brand retail. UK-based footwear retailer, Pavers, was
the first chain to apply under 100-per-cent FDI regime
in April.

Even as the largest furniture chain of the world, with
287 stores, had earlier raised concerns over the

sticky condition of sourcing 30 per cent of value from
Indian small and medium enterprises for 100 per cent
FDI, it has now decided to set up shop in India under
the same norms.

An IKEA spokesperson told Business Standard that
the “challenge related to 30 per cent sourcing re-
mained”. A commerce ministry official pointed out
“there are no changes made in the procurement con-
ditions. There is no question of any dilution.”

“Having studied the guidelines, we believe we can live
up to the guidelines and keep within the spirit of the
policy,” the spokesperson said. Arvind Singhal,
founder and chairman, Technopak Advisors, said the
IKEA move would give the much-needed confidence
to the international investor community. The company
would invest euro 600 million (approximately Rs 4,200
crore) in the first stage and an additional Euro 900 mil-
lion (about Rs 6,300 crore) later, totalling euro 1.5 bil-
lion, a commerce ministry statement said. It could
initially open two-three stores, based on the current
sourcing values, and raise the number to 10 over a
10-year year horizon, and around 25 over a longer pe-
riod.

Among the other global brands
that want to enter India on their
own are GAP, Abercrombie,
Prada, Hennes & Mauritz and
Arcadia. Among global retailers
that are already present in India,
either through franchisee or
local JVs, are Louis Vuitton,
Christian Dior, Jimmy Choo,
Zara, Marks & Spencer and
Canali. French luxury brand
Christian Louboutin recently got
the government approval to op-
erate in India.

The Union Minister for Commerce & Industry and Textiles, Shri Anand Sharma
with the CEO & President, IKEA, Mr. Mikael Ohlsson, in St. Petersburg on June
22, 2012.

Business Standard
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Family sports Day at 
MSU Football stadium – 26.08.12
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Govt pumps in Rs 1,200-crore
dose to boost exports

The Government has rolled out several sops,
estimated at over Rs 1,200 crore, to boost sagging
exports. This intervention comes at a time when mer-
chandise exports have been hit by the demand slow-
down in developed markets such as the Euro Zone
and the US.

The booster dose comes on the heels of a modest 3.2
per cent annual growth in merchandise exports to
$24.45 billion in April.

EPCG SCHEME
The 2 per cent interest subvention has been extended
by a year to March 2013 for handlooms, handicrafts,
carpets and small and medium enterprises as part of
the annual supplement to the Foreign Trade Policy
2009-14 announced on Tuesday.

Labour-intensive sectors, such as toys, sports-goods,
processed agricultural products and ready-made gar-
ments will also now be covered under the interest rate
subvention scheme. The policy gives a thrust to em-
ployment creation, encourages domestic manufactur-
ing, reduces dependence on imports, helps market
diversification and cuts transaction costs for ex-
porters, said the Commerce and Industry Minister, Mr
Anand Sharma. However, he did not comment on the
revenue implications.

The interest subvention had cost the ex-
chequer Rs 996 crore in 2011-12. Con-
sidering that its scope is expanded now,
the subvention is likely to cost the Gov-
ernment around Rs 1,200 crore, trade
sources said.
Confident that the 20 per cent export
growth will be sustained this fiscal too, Mr
Sharma said the country was on course
to meet the $500-billion export target by
2014. India expects exports to grow to
$360 billion this fiscal, up from $303 bil-
lion last year.

Besides extending the zero-duty EPCG
scheme by a year, the scope of the
scheme has been enlarged.
Companies getting the benefit of TUFS
(technology upgradation fund scheme)

can now take advantage of the EPCG scheme. The
Government also announced the introduction of a
new post-export EPCG scheme.

SCRIPS FOR PAYMENT
The Centre has now allowed the use of scrips (li-
cences for import purposes) for payment of excise
duty for domestic procurement. The scrips are issued
to exporters by the Government in lieu of duty and
taxes paid on exported items. Earlier, only scrips from
Served From India Scheme (SFIS) were so permitted
for procurement of goods from the domestic market.
“This new measure will be an important one for import
substitution and will help in saving of foreign ex-
change, in addition to creating additional employ-
ment,” said Mr Sharma, emphasising that the scrips
provision could bring down the current account deficit
(CAD), which touched 4 per cent at end December
2011.

“Petroleum prices are coming down. If it comes down
below $90, we will get some relief and then there will
be some curtailment in gold import,” Mr Sharma said.
The Commerce Secretary, Mr S. R. Rao, said the do-
mestic procurement through scrips is a singular step
that would help reduce the import bill. “We need to
control our commodity imports, both oil and gold, but
what we are also doing is import substitution,” Mr Rao
said.
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Russian immigration 2012
This summary is designed to provide basic information about business visit and work authorization require-
ments and processes for Russia. Please remember that, as with any country, Russia’s immigration laws may
change without notice. The information in this summary is of a general nature and does not constitute legal
advice. For current and detailed Information regarding the topics below as well as allowances for accompanying
family members, and any other information pertaining to your specific needs, please contact your immigration
professional.

Important
Please be advised that applications filed in outlying regions of Russia are subject to the discretion of the adju-
dicating authorities; therefore process steps, document checklists, and processing times vary depending on
the location in Russia where immigration applications are submitted. The information below is generally followed
in the various regions of Russia. 

BUSINESS VISITORS 

Business Visit Defined - A “business visit” is generally a short-term trip taken to conduct business activities for
which work authorization is not required in the destination country. Once a foreign national requires work au-
thorization, he or she is no longer considered a “business visitor” from an immigration perspective, even though
the foreign national may be making a very short “visit” to a country for what he or she considers “business”
purposes. 

Allowable Activities - In Russia, business visitors must generally limit their activities to the following: 
� Attending business meetings, conferences, trade fairs, auctions, or seminars
� Negotiating or signing agreements or contracts
� Entering as a representative of a foreign company to install, dismantle, service, or repair equipment or
software that was supplied by the foreign company, provided it is on a post-sales, contractual basis
� Examining goods to be purchased or purchasing or delivering goods pursuant to a sales contract
� Attending personal professional development and retraining programs
� Giving lectures at institutions of higher academic or professional education
� Entering as a crew member or transportation driver

If a business trip, even if very brief, will involve activities other than those outlined above, a work permit and
visa will typically be required. However, there may be differences between activities permitted by law and those
allowed in practice. Additionally, even when activities are limited to those listed above, if the foreign national
will generate profit for the host entity, receive compensation from the host entity, or take direction from the host
entity, a work permit may be required. Accordingly, it should not be assumed from the list above alone that a
business visit is or is not sufficient for a given case. Please contact your immigration professional to confirm
requirements for your case. 

Type of Visa - Foreign nationals seeking to make business visits to Russia must typically obtain a business
visa. 

Unless exempt by treaty or other reciprocity agreement, foreign nationals are required to obtain a business
visa prior to entering Russia for business visits. Please contact your immigration professional to determine
whether or not a visa exemption applies to your nationality. 

The business visa must be obtained from the Russian diplomatic post with jurisdiction over the applicant’s
place of residence or country of citizenship. 

Short-Term, Technical Activities - Business visitor status is generally appropriate for visits to install, service, or
repair equipment or software that was supplied by a foreign national’s overseas employer, provided it is on a
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post-sales, contractual basis. Otherwise, a work permit is required. Please contact your immigration profes-
sional to confirm requirements for your specific case. 

Basic Requirements - The following general requirements for business visitors are subject to change by Russ-
ian authorities. 
1. Typically, the applicant must be sponsored for a business visa by a Russian entity, which may be re-
quired to obtain a visa invitation letter from Russian authorities;
2. The applicant must have a specific, realistic, and predetermined purpose for his or her stay in Russia; 
3. The applicant must be traveling to Russia for a limited and pre-set time period and the intended period
of stay must be consistent with the purpose of the trip; 
4. The applicant must have a residence and an employer outside of Russia; 
5. The applicant may be required to obtain a health certificate indicating the results of an HIV test; 
6. The applicant may not receive compensation from a source within Russia; 
7. The applicant must evidence medical insurance for the stay from either a Russian medical insurance
company or a foreign company with a representative agent in Russia; and 
8. The applicant must evidence sufficient funds to cover expenses for the visit, such as accommodations
and meals.

Visa Application: Required Documents and
Processing Times - Documentation require-
ments and processing times for business visa
applications tend to vary across Russian diplo-
matic posts and to change frequently and with-
out notice. Please contact your immigration
professional for the most up-to-date information. 

Maximum Stay - Business visas may be valid
for entry for 30, 90, 180 or 365 days. 30 and 90
day visas are generally single or double entry
visas while those issued for 180 or 365 days are
multiple entry visas. The validity period granted
is based on personal need, the underlying purpose of the trip, and the discretion of the issuing officer. Business
visas may generally not be extended; a new visa must be obtained from a Russian consulate, if needed. 

The maximum authorized period of stay under a business visa is 90 days within a 180 day period. 

EMPLOYMENT AUTHORIZATION 

The following is a summary of the requirements and process for obtaining employment authorization for Russia
for the common scenario of an intracompany transfer. 

Please note that certain nationals may be exempt from the work authorization requirement by treaty or other
agreement. Please contact your immigration professional if you are not certain whether you require work au-
thorization for Russia. 

Basic Requirements - The Russian sponsoring company and the foreign national employee must meet basic
requirements in order to apply for work authorization on behalf of the foreign national. The requirements are
as follows. 
1. Declaration of Need. In the year preceding their applications for work permits on behalf of foreign na-
tional workers, employers in Russia must file a declaration of their projected need to sponsor such foreign
workers. The Russian government sets a national quota for the maximum number of available work permits
and work visas for each year. Quota numbers often vary significantly from year to year, and may be changed
during the course of a year. Quota numbers are also allocated among the different regions of the Russian Fed-
eration and among specific professions, occupations, and nationalities.
2. Employment Permit. Employers in Russia who wish to sponsor foreign workers must also obtain an
“employment permit” (authorization to hire foreign nationals), which stipulates the number of foreign nationals
an employer may hire, the positions the foreign nationals may fill, and the authorized nationalities of foreign
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nationals that can be sponsored.

3. Medical Examination Requirement. The for-
eign national must undergo a medical examination by
a registered physician in a Russian State clinic and
be free of leprosy (Hansen illness), tuberculosis,
syphilis, chlamydia (venereal), chancres, drug addic-
tion, and HIV. Foreign nationals who will also apply
for a Residence Permit in Moscow may be required
to provide additional documentation and a certified
negative drug test.
Process Overview – To obtain work authorization in
Russia, employers and foreign nationals have to un-
dergo a complicated, multi-step pre-arrival process as
follows:
STEP 1 - Declaration of Need. To obtain work permit
quota numbers, employers must file a declaration of
their projected need to sponsor foreign workers by
May 1 of the year preceding the application.

STEP 2 - Employment Permit. The sponsoring em-
ployer must submit an application to the Federal Mi-
gration Service (FMS) for a general authorization to
employ foreign nationals, known as an employment
permit. If the application is approved, the employer
will be issued a permit that specifies the maximum
number of foreign nationals that it is authorized to em-
ploy at a given time, the positions that those foreign
workers may occupy, and authorized nationalities of
foreign employees. 

STEP 3 - Work Permit. The employer must obtain a
work permit on behalf of the foreign national em-
ployee. Note that in some regions, employers may be
able to submit the employment permit and work per-
mit applications simultaneously.

STEP 4 - Visa Invitation Letter. Based on the work
permit application, employer receives a visa invitation
letter, which is forwarded to the foreign national em-
ployee who is outside Russia for his or her use in ap-
plying for an entry visa. 

STEP 5 - Visa Application. The foreign national ap-
plies for an entry work visa with the Russian diplo-
matic post having jurisdiction over his or her country
of citizenship or residence. 

Upon the foreign national’s entry into the Russian
Federation, the host employer provides the foreign
national with the work permit. The post-arrival process
also includes completion of registration formalities
and conversion of the foreign national’s single entry
visa into a multiple entry visa for subsequent trips
abroad and re-entry into Russia. 

Visa Application: Required Documents and Pro-

cessing Times - Please refer to the attached
Process Guide and Document Checklist for Russia
for general guidance. Note that documentation re-
quirements and processing times for both visa and
work permit applications can change frequently and
without notice. In addition, documentation require-
ments for visa applications tend to vary significantly
across Russian diplomatic posts. The authorities re-
tain discretion to require additional documentation. 

Work Permit and Visa Validity Period - Work per-
mits can be valid for an initial period of up to one
year. Foreign nationals first receive a single entry
work visa, which is valid for up to three months, and
upon arrival the single-entry visa is converted into
a multiple entry work visa, which is valid for up to
one year. Work permits and work visas may be ex-
tended. 

"Regularization" from Visitor to Worker Status -
A foreign national may not convert from visitor to
work permit holder within the country.

PENALTIES FOR NON-COMPLIANCE

Employers - Employers can be audited by Russian
authorities. During such audits, government officials
may demand proof of compliance with immigration
laws by both the employer and employees. If viola-
tions are found, auditors can impose civil fines rang-
ing from RUR2,000 to RUR800,000 (approximately
US$70 to US$28,600) per offense and order depor-
tation of the employer’s non-compliant foreign na-
tional employees.

Violations can be found for a variety of offenses, in-
cluding, but not limited to, the following: a lack of
proper documentation; a discrepancy between the
stated employment at entry and the actual employ-
ment; a failure to comply with registration rules; em-
ployment without proper authorization; and a failure
to notify tax, employment, or migration authorities
of the foreign national’s employment.
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In addition to the points mentioned above, criminal liability is also stipulated with regards to an em-
ployer for the organization of the illegal entry and stay of foreign nationals or stateless persons. The
penalties are as follows:

- fine to the amount of 200 000 RUR or salary/other profit within 18 months of the conviction of an
individual;
- forced labour for up to 180 hours;
- correctional work for up to 1 year;
- imprisonment for up to 2 years.

Russia completes India's submarine 
modernisation programme

Makes a pitch for its Amur-1650 subs under
the Indian Navy’s P-75 (I) project.

The INS Sindhurakshak submarine came off the slips
at the Zvezdochka shipyard in Severodvinsk on Sat-
urday, marking the completion of a mid-life refit pro-
gramme for the Indian Navy’s Kilo-class
diesel-electric submarines in Russia. During a two-
year in-depth modernisation the torpedo-firing INS
Sindhurakshak, built in 1997, has been equipped with
the tube-launched Club-S cruise missiles effective
against surface vessels and submarines at a range of
about 200 km. It has also been provided with some
Indian-made systems, including a hydro-acoustic
"USHUS" complex, a CCS-MK radio-communication
system and Porpoise Electronic Support Measures.
After going through sea trials and firing tests the sub-
marine will be handed over to the Indian Navy later
this year.

The INS Sindhurakshak is the seventh and the last of
the 10 Kilo-class submarines that India bought from
Russia between 1986 and 2000 to have undergone
mid-term repairs and modernisation in Russia. Of the
remaining three submarines one was repaired in India
and the two others are currently under repair in India.
Even as Russia prepares to deliver the last retrofitted
submarine to India, Russia’s top shipbuilding official
has come up with the idea of a second mid-life repair
of the Indian Navy’s Kilo-class submarines.

“A second repair will add another 5 to 7 or even 10
years to the submarines’ scheduled 20-year service
life,” said Andrei Dyachkov, Director General of Sev-
mash shipyard, who is expected to take over as the
head of the United Shipbuilding Corporation, which
controls 70 per cent of Russia’s s shipbuilding assets,
next month. “This will help the Indian Navy maintain
its submarine strength in view of delays in the induc-
tion of French-built Scorpene subs and in floating a

tender for six more diesel-electric submarines,” he
said.
The Indian Navy issued Request For Information
(RFIs) under the P-75 (I) project way back in 2008.
However, it is yet to open a global tender for the sub-
marines. Russia is expected to take part in the tender
with its new Amur-1650 submarines, along with
France’s Scorpio, Germany’s Type-214 and Spain’s
S-80 submarines. Mr. Dyachkov, who also heads the
Rubin Naval Design Bureau, which designed the
Amur-1650, thinks the Russian submarine stands a
good chance of winning the Indian tender.
“We hope for success and are confident of fulfilling all
terms of the tender in the required timeframe,” he told
The Hindu. The Amur-1650 makes far less noise than
the Kilo-class submarines, which the NATO nick-
named “Black Holes” for their stealth qualities. The
shipbuilder denied media reports that said Russia
was trying to have the demand for the submarines to
have onboard Air Independent Propulsion (AIP) sys-
tem removed from the tender requirements.
“We have designed and built an advanced and safe
AIP that generates hydrogen onboard and enables
the submarine to stay underwater for much longer
time,” Mr. Dyachkov said.
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Как делать бизнес в России

Тема этой статьи предложена мне господином Сандживом Кумаром. Понимая ограниченные журналь-
ные возможности для изложения своих мыслей и опыта на заданную тему, ограничусь комментарием к
исторически сложившемуся главному правилу, которое должен знать деловой человек в России. Из уст-
ной формы оно перешло в письменную как народная пословица: «Один с сошкой – семеро с ложкой».
Суть этой народной мудрости для понимания иностранцем можно изложить такой фразой – каждый са-
мостоятельный предприниматель должен кормить семерых.

Этому правилу учил меня мой дед Антон Сергеевич Немцев, родившийся в 1902 году и сохранивший
для меня нормы поведения в делах, унаследованные им от нашего общего прадеда Александра, кото-
рый в 1814 году вернулся домой в Россию из Парижа (Франция) после окончания войны с Наполеоном.
Результат войны всем известен без моих пояснений.  Приведу здесь только маленькую семейную исто-
рическую справку.

Дед мой – Антон Сергеевич Немцев начал работать с 12-ти летнего возраста и до самой революции в
1917 году был помощником волостного землемера, обучавшего его правилам и способам  измерения
земельных участков при передаче их  в пользование крестьянским хозяйствам. Его личный успешный
крестьянский бизнес закончился в 1929 году  с началом   коллективизации сельскохозяйственного про-
изводства в СССР. 

70 лет коммунистического периода развития России  позволили моей семье приобрести опыт участия
в  бизнес-проектах государственного масштаба. Такого опыта общественного устройства и коллектив-
ного труда нет ни у одного народа в мире. Дать ему объективную оценку сегодня не представляется
возможным в силу огромного  масштаба этого явления. Полезнее обратиться к истокам собственного
отношения к правилам бизнеса.

Отец моего деда – мой прадед Сергей Александрович Немцев был управляющим у московского мясо-
заводчика и, как говорил мой дед, получал большие деньги, но не знал с какой стороны надо запрягать
лошадь в телегу.

Отец моего прадеда – мой прапрадед Александр Филиппович Немцев был управляющим у крупного
помещика-землевладельца в Задонском уезде Воронежской губернии и, как говорил мой дед, образцово
и прибыльно вел хозяйство, но учет доходам и расходам вел нарезанными палочками от разных пород
деревьев. Потом отчитывался перед хозяином  своей «деревянной валютой» и получал взамен  казна-
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чейскую.

Отец моего прапрадеда – мой прапрапрадед Фи-
липп Егорович Немцев был управляющим у отца
помещика-землевладельца, которому служил его
сын Александр Филиппович. Управление по на-
следству, как рассказывал мне дед, перешло по
правилам доверия к качеству работы.

Отец моего прапрапрадеда – мой прапрапрапра-
дед Егор Александрович Немцев, как рассказы-
вал мне мой дед, был крепким хозяином и не
позорил имени своего отца Александра Немцева,
добросовестно отдавшего Отечеству и Государю-
императору 25 лет военной службы.

Это  генетическая природа моего поведения в
бизнесе по материнской линии. Не буду подме-
нять тему  «Как делать бизнес в России» своими
генеалогическими связями по всем родовым на-
правлениям. Унаследованный иконостас госу-
дарственных наград, из которых более половины
принадлежит моей флаговой фамилии, обязывает
меня соблюдать правила служения Отечеству и в
роли генерального директора частного российско
–индийского  торгово-промышленного предприя-
тия «СОКОЛ-СТАЛЬ». 
Поясняю мой собственный термин – «флаговая
фамилия». Это фамилия, которую по российским
правилам дал тебе отец, и ты должен нести ее как
флаг государства, как знамя твоего рода, которое
ты не имеешь права утратить или опозорить.

Неумело организованная перестройка или хо-
рошо организованный развал экономической и по-
литической структуры СССР  в конце ХХ века
вернул Россию к частному бизнесу во всех его
формах. Появились «новые русские бизнес-
мены», не связанные историческими корнями с
правилами поведения в приличном  частном биз-
несе. Но также появились возможности использо-
вать исторический опыт своего семейного
бизнеса, реализовать в своем деле опыт госу-
дарственной службы, делать дело со своими ино-
странными друзьями и коллегами в интересах
своих семей и наших стран. Появился опыт ус-
пешного дела. Далее об этом, но с некоторым
уточнением заданной мне темы статьи. С учетом
уже сказанного мной будет правильно назвать эту
небольшую статью – «Как делать бизнес в моей
России». Тему можно развивать в зависимости от
интересов читательской аудитории.

Из новой юридической литературы по предприни-
мательскому праву я узнал, что только 5% насе-
ления всех стран способны к
предпринимательской деятельности, то есть ор-
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ганизовывать свое дело, брать на себя ответ-
ственность за коммерческие риски, управлять тру-
довыми и материальными ресурсами
собственного предприятия, налаживать партнер-
ские отношения и исполнять обязательства перед
государством. Остальные люди стремятся зара-
батывать себе на жизнь в качестве наемных ра-
ботников, перекладывая ответственность за
создание им нужных условий труда на работода-
телей. Так устроен мир, в котором мы живем и де-
лаем свой бизнес.

Чтобы бизнес был успешным, надо знать и соблю-
дать множество правил, писанных и неписанных
законов той страны, где ты делаешь деньги. Так
говорят юристы, об этом свидетельствует про-
изводственная и судебная практика. Самое ста-
рое правило бизнеса, которое вновь стало
востребованным в новой капиталистической Рос-
сии, - это правило, о котором говорил мне мой
дед:  если ты с сошкой -  накорми семерых с лож-
кой.

Кто эти семеро? Ты сам. Твоя семья. Твои работ-
ники. Накорми тех, кто служит Богу, и тех, кто слу-
жит Государству. Накорми власть местную и
власть общую для государства. Вот они все се-
меро за одним столом. В сегодняшней цивилиза-
ции предприниматель не расплачивается со
всеми «едоками» натуральным продуктом. Его за-
менили деньги с присущей им   системой жесткого
механизма  сбора и мягкого распределения.

Иностранец, приехавший сегодня в мою Россию с
намерением быстро сделать много денег и с по-
путным ветром вернуться домой, может быть раз-
очарован реалиями страны, пережившей
нашествие временщиков времен приватизации
госсобственности и построения бандитского капи-
тализма. Времена «покупки одного метра госу-
дарственной границы  России для создания там
частной таможни» закончились безвозвратно.
Россия восстановила систему своей безопасности
и с этим обстоятельством, влияющим на техноло-
гию частного бизнеса, надо считаться в первую
очередь.

Отсюда, по моему глубокому убеждению, начина-
ется тема – как делать бизнес в России. В моей
России. Начните с обеспечения безопасности ва-
шего бизнеса, который напрямую связан с без-
опасностью страны, где вы решили зарабатывать
деньги. Не может быть безопасным бизнес в опас-
ной стране, также как не может быть безопасной
страна с опасным бизнесом. Первый совет лежит
на поверхности – содержите службу безопасности
России в рабочем состоянии, платите налоги и
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спокойно делайте свое дело.

Сколько и кому платить? Этот
вопрос напрямую связан с дру-
гим – как и где? Ответ лежит в
природе платежа и отношений
плательщика и бенефициара.
Как распределить прибыль, ко-
торая является единственной и
главной целью бизнеса, между
собой, семьей, работниками и
служителями Бога – это личное
дело бизнесмена. Доля остав-
шихся троих – тех, кто служит
Государству, и двух частей вла-
сти – определена налоговым
законодательством и таможен-
ным тарифом. Торг здесь не
уместен и за безопасность

собственного бизнеса лучше платить государственным профессионалам, легально и в российском
банке. 

Напомню что говорят знающие юристы – предпринимателей всего 5% от населения страны. Тех, кто
приехал делать бизнес в Россию из другой страны, еще меньше. Смелые люди. Но в России есть и
такая пословица: «Один в поле не воин». Полезнее и безопаснее для собственного бизнеса объеди-
ниться в некоммерческую организацию, способную организовать своим членам необходимую правовую
поддержку  и деловые контакты на государственном уровне. Такая организация у индийских бизнесме-
нов в России уже есть и прекрасно выполняет свою работу. Называется она Индийский Бизнес-Альянс
(IBA), президент – Сэмми Котвани, доказавший своим опытом возможность успешного бизнеса в России
и помогающий членам Ай-Би-Эй достичь того же легальным путем. 

Считаю одной из главных заслуг руководства IBA организацию систематических встреч членов индий-
ского делового сообщества с руководством Федеральной таможенной службы России. ФТС  России в
системе правоохранительных органов государства отвечает за экономическую безопасность страны. С
этой службой на таможенной границе государства происходит первый деловой контакт бизнесмена, уча-
ствующего во внешнеэкономической деятельности. С этой службой бизнесмен должен научиться гово-
рить на общем языке закона. Эта служба в первую очередь дает объективную характеристику
деятельности иностранного бизнесмена в России. Не буду рисовать портрет этой службы розовыми
красками, так же, как и портрет бизнесмена исключительно белой краской на темном фоне реальной
жизни. Жизнь разноцветная, а правила поведения людей написаны черной краской на белой бумаге.
Еще специалисты по безопасности говорят, что правила безопасной жизнедеятельности в современном
мире пишутся человеческой кровью. Они правы, потому что я проверил это на собственном опыте. Уве-
рен, что для успешного и безопасного бизнеса полезнее изучать написанные правила и чаще общаться
друг с другом на деловых встречах и форумах.

Хотел бы считать эту маленькую статью не лекцией по безопасности ведения бизнеса в России, а по-
сланием к руководству и членам Ай-Би-Эй с предложением подготовить и издать для действующих и
будущих индийских бизнесменов, желающих извлекать прибыль от работы в России, специальное по-
собие в виде недорогой книжки на тему «Безопасность предпринимательской деятельности в России».
Команда «СОКОЛ-СТАЛЬ» располагает для издания такого пособия всеми необходимыми творческими
и полиграфическими возможностями. Ждем ответа от коллег по деловому сообществу, который может
быть направлен директору ООО «ТПП «СОКОЛ-СТАЛЬ» с индийской стороны Арумугаму Ганапатхи
Тхиручелвам через офис IBA.

Генеральный директор ООО «ТПП «СОКОЛ-СТАЛЬ»     
Николай Разинчев
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Russian President meets chess
champion Viswanathan Anand                                    

Russia's Presi-
dent Vladimir Putin has
met with world chess
champion Viswanathan
Anand and runner-up
Boris Gelfand over a
cup of tea in his resi-
dence. Mr. Putin lauded
both players for "an
outstanding game".

Mr. Anand beat Mr.
Gelfand of Israel on
Wednesday 2.5-1.5 in
the rapid tiebreaker that
followed a 6-6 draw
played at the Tretyakov
Gallery, one of Russia's
finest museums. Mr.
Gelfand, who was born in the Soviet Union and
emigrated from Belarus to Israel in 1998, was
cheered throughout the match as if he were a
home player. Mr. Anand told Mr. Putin over tea
Thursday that he had learned to play chess in a
Soviet cultural centre in his hometown when he
was a child. "So we brought this on ourselves!"
said Mr. Putin.

Anand felicitated at Indian
Embassy in Moscow

The Ambassador of India to the Russian Feder-
ation, H.E. Mr Ajai Malhotra, and members of the
Indian community felicitated World Chess Cham-
pion Vishwanathan Anand, who retained his
FIDE World Chess Championship title by defeat-
ing Boris Gelfand, at a function at the Indian Em-
bassy, Moscow, on May 31, 2012.

Heartily congratulating Vishwanathan Anand,
Ambassador Malhotra said Anand had once
again shown that he was the very best chess
player in the world and the entire Indian commu-
nity in Russia and indeed all of India rejoiced in
his great victory.

Ambassador Malhotra described Anand as the
best chess player of his generation and one of
the all-time greats of chess. He added that Anand
was a true World Champion for several reasons.
A true World Champion had to have the ability to
recover after being down and Anand had abun-
dantly shown this when he bounced back after
losing the seventh match in the latest Champi-
onship to win the eighth match in just seventeen
moves.            
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‘Four-way oil swap win-win for
India-Russia’                                                                                    

A four-way oil swap between India, Russia, Japan and the
Gulf producers would be a win-win situation for New Delhi
and Moscow, a noted strategic expert said on May 21.

“Japan imports the bulk of its oil from the Gulf but this has
to travel a long way. If Russia meets Japan's oil needs, what
it would otherwise buy could go to India. Simultaneously,
India must increase its exposure in Russia's energy sector.
It'll be a win-win situation for India and Russia and the other
players involved,” Prabhat Shukla, joint director of privately-
funded think-tank Vivekananda International Foundation.

“In this way, India-Russia trade will also be boosted,” Shikla, a former ambassador to Russia, said in his keynote
address at an international conference on “Emerging Geo-political Trends in Asia: Prospects and Challenges
for India-Russia Relations”, organised by defence ministry-funded think-tank Institute for Defence Studies and
Analyses (IDSA).

He also felt there was greater scope for India-Russia cooperation in the areas of defence and the future of
Afghanistan.

India, Russia sign transport
plane contract

Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd on Monday signed a
three-way general contract with its Russian partners for de-
veloping military transport planes. The signatories are Rus-
sia's United Aircraft Corporation - Transport Aircraft and
HAL's equal joint venture with UAc - MTAL.

"The MRTA will be developed in the 15-20 tonne class
jointly by Indian and Russian Agencies to meet the require-
ment of 100 aircraft for the Russian Air Force, 45 aircraft
for the IAF and 60 for third countries. The total requirement
[at] present is 205 [planes," a release said.The teams will work in tandem in Moscow and India, a
HAL release here said. The aircraft will be used to transport cargo, troops; for paradropping supplies,
to perform in low altitude parachute extraction system.

An inter-governmental agreement was signed a few years back to jointly design, develop and produce
the MTAs. The joint venture - Multirole Transport Aircraft Ltd. - was formed among HAL, UAC-TA and
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Rosoboronexport. HAL will design and develop its workshare of the MRTA (multi-role transport aircraft)
at the Aircraft R&D Centre, Bangalore. Its Transport Aircraft Division at Kanpur will make the prototypes
and later produce the planes. HAL is setting up new facilities for the MRTA at Kanpur.

HAL’s other R&D centres and manufacturing divisions will share the works related to development of
systems, LRUs and manufacture of components, sub assemblies and composite structure. Work on
preliminary design will start immediately on signing the follow-up contract; The three parties have
completed the discussions. "The primary objective is to achieve self-reliance in design, development
and production of aircraft of this size and also to manage the programme with international collabo-
ration and large number of global suppliers," HAL said.

Malfunctions during sea trials of the Indian Navy aircraft carrier Vikramaditya, refitted by a
Russian shipyard, will delay the vessel’s handover to India yet again, Kommersant business daily re-
ported on Monday.

The delay is the latest in a string of hold-ups in the refit of the ship, in a defense deal that has become
a shipwreck of its own.

The Vikramaditya, formerly the Russian
Navy's Admiral Gorshkov, was to have
been handed over to India on December 4
after ongoing sea trials following a much-
delayed refit that has gone massively over-
budget. The deadline has now been
postponed again until October 2013.

The problems started when the carrier tried
to gain maximum speed.
The Admiral Gorshkov (Vikramaditya) air-
craft carrier is like new 
“Seven out of eight steam boilers of the
propulsion machinery were out of order,”
an official told Kommersant.

The official, who prepared the Vikramaditya
for sea trials, said the reason for the boilers’ failure was that India refused to use asbestos to protect
the boilers from heat, fearing that the material was dangerous for the crew.

He said the boilers’ designer had to use firebrick, which proved not sufficiently heatproof.
India and Russia signed a $947 million dollar deal in 2005 for the purchase of the carrier, but delivery

India's Russian Carrier on
Rocks Again After Sea Trial

Snags

Russia-India partnership
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has already been delayed twice, pushing up the cost of refurbishing the carrier to $2.3 billion.
Sevmash shipyard director Vladimir Pastukhov was fired in 2007 over his poor management of the
project.

The Vikramaditya was originally built as the Soviet Project 1143.4 class aircraft carrier Admiral Gor-
shkov.

The ship was laid down in 1978 at the Nikolayev South shipyard in Ukraine, launched in 1982, and
commissioned with the Soviet Navy in 1987.

It was renamed after the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. In 1994, the Admiral Gorshkov sat in
dock for a year for repairs after a boiler room explosion. In 1995, it briefly returned to service but was
was finally withdrawn and put up for sale in 1996.

The ship has a displacement of 45,000 tons, a maximum speed of 32 knots and an endurance of 13,500
nautical miles (25,000 km) at a cruising speed of 18 knots.

India has already started taking delivery of the MiG-29K naval fighter aircraft for the Vikramaditya, as
they were ready before the refit was completed. The MiG-29Ks will operate in STOBAR (short take-off
but assisted recovery via arresting wires) mode.
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IBA XI Winning BCCR FINAL
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The Migration Menace
In What Experts Call a Largely Symbolic Gesture, Russia Has Been Arresting and Deporting

Illegal Migrant Workers (By Paridhi Sharma)

In a fresh blow to Rus-
sia's beleaguered immi-
grant community,
immigration officials in
Moscow have tough-
ened their stance on ille-
gal immigrants by
arresting and deporting
those caught running
afoul of immigration re-
quirements. More than

2,600 foreign nationals were detained in Moscow last
month for violating immigration laws, the Federal Mi-
gration Service (FMS) said on Tuesday. Officials said
most of those arrested had entered the country ille-
gally, and the majority appeared to come from the
"near abroad," including the Central Asian states of
Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and Turkmenistan.
The FMS has teamed up with law enforcement agen-
cies all across the country for the sting operation co-
denamed "Illegal-2012," carried out from May 10 to
May 31. FMS spokesperson Zalina Kornilov said po-
lice and immigration officials checked food production
facilities, including meat-processing plants and
restaurants as well as clothing shops, factories, con-
struction sites, residences and other industries in
search of violators. About 500 of those arrested have
already been deported from Russia as part of the op-
eration, which Kornilov said has already resulted in
fines totaling 20.7 million rubles ($620,000).

Some immigration experts have said, however, that
the latest sting operation is a "poor substitute for
badly-needed immigration reform," stressing that mi-
grant workers can hardly be deterred by sporadic ar-
rest and deportation campaigns. “This fits in all too
well with the ‘migrant workers are a menace’ narra-
tive,” said Karomat Sharipov, the head of the Tajik Mi-
grant Labor group. "Migrant workers are needed here
even though it's a symbiotic relationship that Rus-
sians don't want to acknowledge." Sharipov referred
to other anti-immigration initiatives by the FMS that
had little in common with the declared state immigra-
tion policy. In March, the FMS said it worked out an
elaborate plan to rid Russia of undesirable "ethnic
ghettos of migrant workers." "Work has begun on the
prevention of unwanted compact residence of foreign
nationals,” FMS Head Konstantin Romodanovsky told
legislators in March. “By mid-May, we should present
an action project after coordinating with other depart-
ments." 

But even such extreme measures are looking justified
in the face of the huge immigration challenges Russia
now faces. Up to 14 million foreign nationals come to
Russia annually, and 77 percent of those are citizens
of former Soviet states, Romodanovsky said, adding
that only about ten percent are from the European
Union. Last year, immigrants committed 2.5 million
administrative violations and were fined six billion
rubles ($179.8 million), the FMS head said. However,
neither hefty fines nor squalid living conditions, or
even widely publicized abuse by employers, stopped
migrant workers from the country’s near abroad from
flooding Russia.  

There are still 9.5 million foreigners in Russia today,
of whom 1.3 million are working legally while 3.7 mil-
lion purportedly came to visit, Romodanovsky said.
Another 3.2 million immigrants have been in Russia
for more than three months, and some of those might
have been working illegally without paying taxes, he
said. Migrant workers have also been systematically
exploiting loopholes in the country’s registration sys-
tem to help out their comrades in misfortune. Last
year, more than 260,000 foreign nationals registered
at 6,000 physical addresses across the country – an
average of 43 people to a single room, Ro-
modanovsky said. He cited a village in the Smolensk
Region, where 132 foreign nationals were registered
at a 19-square meter wooden hut.  

In an effort to curb such practices, the Russian pres-
ident has proposed tightening immigration law, intro-
ducing language tests and cracking down on the use
of fictitious registration addresses. Last month, Pres-
ident Vladimir Putin instructed federal and regional
authorities to introduce mandatory testing for migrant
workers in subjects like the Russian language, Russ-
ian history and the basics of Russian legislation. Putin
also instructed the Russian government to prepare
draft laws that will toughen punishments for violating
Russia’s immigration laws and to submit them before
December 2012. 

But as much as the Kremlin would love to espouse
tough anti-immigration policies, no significant anti-im-
migrant legislation could be enacted in recent years
for fear that anti-immigration sentiment might boil
over. The high crime rate among foreigners, which
has been used in the past to justify a crackdown on
migrant workers, has been falling. Last year there was
a 23-percent drop in the number of those suspected
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of violating immigration laws, Romodanovsky told the Parliament in March. Immigrant workers from former So-
viet states also willingly fill important niches in the Russian labor market. A large majority of them were engaged
in unskilled, semi-skilled and menial jobs that Russians don’t want. 

Russia, which faces acute manual labor shortages compounded by a demographic collapse, has been imple-
menting a special program for the resettlement of compatriots for the sixth year running. However, the program
has failed to meet expectations, Romodanovsky said. Since the program’s inception six years ago, only 68,000
Russians decided to move back permanently, he said. In contrast to most migrant workers, who are young and
often bring no dependants, Russia has seen an exodus of working young people who have an opportunity to
work abroad. The future may be even bleaker, experts say. Recent polls suggest that around 20 percent of
Russians are considering leaving their country at the first opportunity. 

(Tai Adelaja)

Россия-Индия: в ожидании перезагрузки
Алексей Андреев, кандидат исторических наук

11 октября в Российской торгово-промышленной па-
лате состоится уже IV форум «Россия-Индия. Биз-
нес-диалог». Этот проект можно назвать одним из
камешков в довольно прочном (проверено време-
нем) фундаменте российско-индийских отношений.
Форум пройдет в преддверии намеченного на конец
месяца визита президента РФ Владимира Путина в
Дели. Напомним, изначально связи между нашими
странами складывались в весьма позитивном ключе.
Ведь Советский Союз признал Индию в качестве
субъекта международного права еще до провозгла-
шения ее независимости – в апреле 1947 года. А это,
согласитесь, дорогого стоит. Как и то, что на сегодня
Дели можно назвать, пожалуй, наиболее надежным
партнером Москвы на Азиатском континенте. 

С октября 2000 года, когда Владимир Путин (в на-
чале своего первого президентского срока) и тогдаш-
ний индийский премьер Атал Бихари Ваджпаи
подписали в Дели Декларацию о стратегическом
партнерстве, отношения между двумя государст-
вами вышли на принципиально новый уровень.    

Россия окончательно оставила в прошлом попытки
излишней «вестернизации» своей внешней поли-
тики, столь характерные для первой половины 1990-
х годов. Говоря на современном политическом
языке, глава индийского правительства и российский
президент тогда фактически запустили «переза-
грузку» двусторонних отношений, получившую в
СМИ наименование «плана Путина-Ваджпаи». Вза-
имные визиты лидеров двух стран стали ежегод-
ными. Как известно, на этих встречах поднимался
весьма широкий круг вопросов: политическое, эко-
номическое и военно-техническое сотрудничество,
различные формы кооперации между регионами

двух стран, борьба с терроризмом, в том числе про-
блема трансграничного террора в штате Джамму и
Кашмир,  пути разрешения международных кризисов
(ситуация в Афганистане,  постоянная напряженность
в Персидском заливе и т.д. ).  

В обеих странах в целом наблюдался и наблюдается
национальный консенсус по вопросу о двусторонних
отношениях. И возвращение к власти Индийского на-
ционального конгресса в 2004 году (когда 14-м премь-
ером от ИНК стал Манмохан Сингх) не могло не
способствовать еще большему сближению двух госу-
дарств. Москва и Дели в очередной раз убедились, что
они могут быть надежными политическими союзникам
и постоянными экономическими партнерами. 

Однако последнее время эксперты заговорили о том,
что нашим странам необходимо заняться снова «пе-
резагрузить» отношения между собой. И дело не
только в нереализованных совместных проектах, или
в чиновничье-бюрократических препонах, мешающих
совместному бизнесу. За прошедшие 12 лет глобаль-
ная система международных отношений кардинально
изменилась, и, следовательно, Москва и Дели не
могут на это не реагировать. Ведь появилось слишком
много новых вызовов и угроз.
Как рассказала автору этих строк руководитель
Центра индийских исследований Института востоко-
ведения РАН Татьяна Шаумян, стоит начать хотя бы с
того, что теракты 11 сентября 2001 года вызвали мощ-
ную ответную реакцию, что привело к глобальным пе-
ременам в международных отношениях.
Последовавшие события в Афганистане имеют не
только региональное значение - они повлияли на весь
мир. 
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Татьяна Шаумян выделила также серьезные изме-
нения в американо-индийских отношениях и недав-
ние перевороты в арабском мире (именуемые во
многих СМИ  «арабской весной»). Что касается не-
посредственно России и Индии, следует еще осмыс-
лить такие новые факторы, как, например, то, что
Москва и Дели вместе создавали международные
группы БРИКС (объединение Бразилии, России,
Индии, Китая и ЮАР) и РИК (Россия, Индия, Китай).
К этим объединениям внимательно присматри-
ваются на Западе, чаще – критически, указывая на
различные «политические риски». 

Но, как написал недавно один из авторов британской
Financial Times, «в предстоящее десятилетие есть
веские причины ожидать сдвига на развивающихся
рынках от инвестиций и экспорта к внутреннему
росту», что может серьезно усилить ту же БРИКС.
Запад не может не реагировать и на рост  доли раз-
вивающихся стран в Международном валютном
фонде и, что особенно важно, на заявленный стра-
нами БРИКС переход на национальные валюты в
расчетах между собой. Последнее, конечно, ударит
по доллару.

Становятся все заметнее и другие, в определенном
смысле проблемные моменты. Москве, видимо, сле-
дует признать неизбежность усиления конкуренции
на индийском рынке вооружений. Как отмечало еще
в 2007 году делийское информагентство  Indo-Asian
News Service,  «важный повод для российской оза-
боченности – это то, что Индия, которая когда-то на
80 процентов зависела от Москвы в закупках воору-
жений, диверсифицирует свой импорт военного обо-
рудования».

В продолжение этого тезиса старший научный со-
трудник Центра международной безопасности
ИМЭМО РАН Владимир Сотников отметил «опреде-
ленную неудовлетворенность» сторон состоянием
дел в этой сфере: «Не случайно здесь у Индии по-
явились такие новые партнеры, как, скажем США,
Франция и даже Китай (в том, что касается ненасту-
пательных вооружений и военного снаряжения).

Российские эксперты делают особый акцент на аф-
ганском вопросе.

«То, что Индия имеет серьезные  интересы в Афга-
нистане, в Москве неофициально признают уже
давно, но это неприемлемо для Пакистана», подчер-
кивает Владимир Сотников. 

Здесь мы подходим к одному из самых трудных
узлов взаимоотношений между странами Южной
Азии и их партнерами из прилегающих регионов.
Это - энергетический фактор, проекты трубопрово-
дов Туркмения – Афганистан-Пакистан-Индия
(ТАПИ) и Иран-Пакистан-Индия. Несомненно, что
для их реализации жизненно необходимы новые от-

ношения между странами-участницами. Россия
также не остается в стороне от этого дела, о чем го-
ворилось и на различных межгосударственных пере-
говорах и в комментариях представителей
российских сырьевых компаний.    

О перспективах совместных энергетических про-
ектов не говорил только ленивый. В итоге же полу-
чается заколдованный круг: жизнь требует движения
вперед, но мешают давние политические путы. 

Старые проблемы надо решать и по ключевому во-
просу, касающемуся урегулирования индийско-паки-
станских отношений (прежде всего, по кашмирской
проблеме). Позиция России здесь остается неизмен-
ной. Еще 10 лет назад Чрезвычайный и Полномоч-
ный посол России в Индии Александр Кадакин
отмечал, что «необходимы двусторонние перего-
воры без интернационализации конфликта», причем
«российская дипломатия на южноазиатском направ-
лении носит открытый и сбалансированный харак-
тер, опирается на вековой ресурс доверия со
стороны стран региона». Он привел и конкретный
пример - усилия, предпринятые лично Владимиром
Путиным в июне 2002 года в Алма-Ате в ходе пере-
говоров с руководителями Индии и Пакистана.
Именно с этой встречи, по словам посла, «началось
постепенное ослабление напряженности в индийско-
пакистанском противостоянии». «Мы не хотим, и не
будем рядиться в тогу посредника, но готовы способ-
ствовать движению обеих стран к взаимопонима-
нию», - заключил Александр Кадакин. 

Движение, конечно, идет, хотя и не так, как того хо-
телось бы искренним сторонникам индийско-паки-
станского примирения.  

Возвращаясь к предстоящему визиту президента РФ
в Дели, отметим, что эта поездка важна в первую
очередь в плане «сверки часов», как любят выра-
жаться российские политики. Владимир Сотников
прогнозирует, что «наверняка, идеи, носящиеся в
воздухе, найдут отражение в документах, которые
будут подписаны в ходе предстоящих переговоров».
Эксперт также напомнил, что индийские и россий-
ские представители намекали на необходимость об-
новления или перезагрузки двусторонних отношений
со времени визита прежнего президента РФ Дмит-
рия Медведева в Индию в 2010 году.  
В СМИ уже появлялись сообщения о том, что Рос-
сийский совет по международным делам, один из
«мозговых центров» по выработке внешнеполитиче-
ской линии РФ, возглавляемый экс-главой МИД Иго-
рем Ивановым, готовит большой доклад ,
посвященный российской линии на индийском на-
правлении и, видимо, работа над ним завершится
вскоре после визита президента Путина в Дели. Так
что ждать осталось недолго.  
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Indian Business Alliance (IBA)

The Indian Business Alliance (IBA), an umbrella organization for all In-
dian companies in Russia, was established more than a decade ago by a
team of dedicated Indian businessmen under the patronage of the Em-
bassy of India in Russia, and is exclusively devoted to the promotion of all
the interests of the Indian business community in Russia. This is in con-
formity with IBA's founding members' aim of creating a platform to guide
Indian businesspeople in Russia as well as other Indian entrepreneurs
from India on relocating parts of their local and global businesses to this
country.
From a modest beginning of a few members in 1994, IBA today is an offi-
cially registered non-profit organization with over 150 members, which has
being playing a very significant role in the promotion of Indian businesses
in Russia since its formation. The alliance's members span almost all the
major manufacturing fields, like pharmaceuticals, engineering, textiles,
chemicals, metals, sugar, plastics, tourism, different services sectors etc.
The IBA has recently started offering membership to non-Indian companies

and individuals.
IBA endorses all solutions to trade and investment issues that protect and benefit its members' interests,
supports greater co-operation between Indian companies and their Russian partners and provides timely
and accurate information on the Russian market. The IBA regularly organizes seminars, workshops and
other relevant programs on key subjects of topical importance as well as holds regular dialogs with various
ministries.

IBA also organizes numerous business meetings with different foreign dignitaries and delegations from
abroad and has signed many memorandums of understanding (MODs) with different Chambers of Trade and
Commerce Associations for strengthening bilateral trade through joint ventures between IBA members and
those of the respective Chambers of Commerce and Trade Associations.

IBA membership's benefits and advantages

By joining the IBA, you will gain access to a wide range of benefits such as access to the IBA's comprehen-
sive and regularly updated database, get first-hand information on the changes in official government poli-
cies in India and Russia. 
The IBA's advocacy and policy work ensures that its members' voices are heard by the policymakers in India
and Russiaas the Alliance has strong relationships with most of the key policy makers in both capitals. 
The Alliance provides comprehensive support to the Indian entrepreneurs who do business in Russia, pro-
viding them with information about the development of various segments of the Russian market.IBA actively
represents its members' interests, especially within the framework of the Indian-Russian Joint Commission. 
Extracurricular activities

IBA is not only a business alliance overseeing the corporate affairs of its members, but also a social organi-
zation, which periodically organizes social events aimed at bonding members closer, such as picnics, Holi
Mela, Dewali Mela, New Year celebrations and other holiday events, where members can come with their
families and meet other people in a more casual atmosphere.
The IBA also has own Business Messenger Journalpublished quarterly where members can get all the rele-
vant information on other members and lots of other interesting and important information pertaining to both
India and Russia.
I have tried to give you brief information about IBA and hope this short introduction gives you fairly good idea
about IBA. Should you require more information, please, feel free to contact IBA office at Moscow:

Contact Person: 
Dr. R. Raja 
Tel. 7 (495) 7442875 
Email:iba@iba-moscow.ru      
http://www.iba-moscow.ru
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